God is in
the details.

The quote is attributed to the architect, Mies van der Rohe, but it’s a belief we live by.
After 40 plus years of handcrafting bells, we understand that the signature Malmark tonal
quality can all come down to 1/64 of an inch. So while we may craft the largest range of handbells
in the world, we put just as much emphasis on the smallest of details. Because we know that can
make all the difference between a performance that’s just ok and one that’s, well, heavenly.

malmark.com
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chiming IN

Thoughts from the Editor
by J.R. Smith

Why Attend Events?
here are many good reasons to join Handbell Musicians of America.
One of the main reasons, many tell us, is to receive Overtones. Naturally, as the
editor of the journal, that makes me glad. You would think that, this being my vocation, it
would also be the main reason I joined many years ago. But it was not. What I valued most
was access to events.
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When I first discovered handbells, I searched the
internet for anything related to the art. I happened
on to the website for what was then the American
Guild of English Handbell Ringers. Other searches
took me to Paul Kingsbury’s page, where I learned
something about weaving and four-in-hand. It didn’t
take much for me to get excited about this new
(for me) art form, but it wasn’t until I attended my
first Area 5 summer festival that I became incurably
hooked. Sensory overload would be an understatement, as I experienced the conducting mastership of
David Davidson, received one-on-one solo coaching from Janet VanValey, and learned new ways to
handle a bass bell. I also discovered, for the first time,
handbell merchandise!
In very recent years, there has appeared so much
information readily accessible on the web. There are
videos demonstrating various techniques, and you
can usually find, through social media, experts on
most any topic. You can even find people willing to
coach you or your ensemble through Skype. Sometimes it seems that it’s no longer necessary to attend
an event.
Looking back on a number of events I’ve attended over the years, I find that I’ve grown more as
a musician or a director immediately following an
event than any other time. It was after my first event,
ringing under the baton of David Davidson, that I
realized for the first time just how musical handbells
could be and just how difficult they really were to
play well. I returned home with an enthusiasm to
master all the finer points of the instrument.
Eventually I was encouraged by my director to
attend a directors’ seminar, led by Tim Waugh. I was
becoming a decent handbell musician by then, but
I had not considered the notion that I could be a
director. But working side-by-side with others who
shared a common interest, many of whom were at
the same level as I, allowed me to discover more
of my own potential. And I learned that attending
a directors’ seminar helped me to become a better
musician as well, as I experienced what directors look
for from their perspective.

I also had the privilege, after a few years of directing, to attend William Payn’s Master Class in Conducting. While there are plenty of books and even
YouTube videos on the subject, attending Master
Class in person allowed me the experience of working
with a teacher who could recognize where I was in
my own development as a director and give me the
personal coaching I needed—and could handle—at
that time.
Events also offer experiences you wouldn’t normally expect, as they don’t necessarily happen in the
context of the classroom or the ringing floor. One
such experience I remember fondly was an evening
during an event, playing dominoes with a number
of people, including Cathy Moklebust. A discussion
came up about how she happened to write “Vision
Quest.” Among other things, she shared how she
feels connected to and mimics the sounds in nature.
She talked about what inspired certain phrases and
sounds and why they were important to her. After
that, I felt somehow more connected not only to that
piece, but other works of hers as well. Whenever I
would direct a piece by Cathy after that, I would try
to imagine where in nature she may have been inspired to write a particular phrase. That is something
you can only get with a personal connection. And
you find those connections at events.
I have met many handbell musicians, composers, and directors over the years and, thanks to
the Internet, I can contact many of them with
questions and issues as they arise. But the ones I
tend to seek out the most are the ones I have met
at an event and with whom I feel a personal connection. The web is a fantastic tool to complement
what you experience with other people at an event.
While the Internet is certainly valuable and has
a very important place in the immediate sharing
of information, there is nothing like attending
an event to enhance that information and to take
your musicianship to the next level.
J.R. Smith
jrsmith@handbellmusicians.org
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Are Your Handbells feeling a bit under the Weather?

Now is the best time to
have them worked on!
Call me if it has been more than 5 years
since they have been Serviced / Adjusted?
If you live anywhere in the United States we come to you
and perform the work on site in one working day!
All work is guaranteed to your complete satisfaction!

Nationwide Services! No shipping!
Testimonials

Contact: Dr. Gregg Porter
Phone: 1-800-943-9458
Fax: 1-708-748-8911
Email: DoctorP@handbellrefurb.com

www.handbellrefurb.com

“Thank you very much for your work and your tips.
The handbell choir was impressed with how beautiful
the bells look and sound now! ”
- St. Paul Lutheran Church Paducah KY

“The bells arrived in perfect condition on Friday morning!
I played each one and they are great! Thank you so
much for the service you provide! Working with you
has been just great!”
- Hope Lutheran Church Bozeman MT

“We had ourfirst rehearsal since your visit and the
bells are beautiful! Thank you for such a great job!
Please always feel free to use me as a reference! We
are so impressed!”
- San Antonio TX

“Thanks so much for the amazing work you did on our
bells! We are so pleased with your work and care for
our bells. Thank you so much and please use us as a
reference!”
- Dubuque, IA

from the PRESIDENT’S PEN
by Ed Rollins

Perfect Harmony

number of years ago, Area 8 invited me to put together a worship service as part of
their biannual festival conference in Topeka, Kansas. As associate pastor at the church
where I serve, I have the opportunity to preach three to four times a year, which is quite
fun for the music guy. For most of my messages, I work to incorporate art, music, or
something a bit unexpected.
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In Topeka, I elected to title the message, “In
Perfect Harmony,” and the sermon itself incorporated handbells. I started by talking about a world
that seems to be full of dissonance: TV shows vote
off undesirables, political parties have decided
that their way is the only way, religious folk seem
to have little tolerance for those with opposing
ideas, terrorists frighten stability and sensibility,
civilian jets are being shot down with no warning,
and discrimination based on race, creed, sex, etc.,
abounds. Each time I mentioned one of these dissonances, a handbell choir responded by playing as
many bells as possible, an ugly chord for an ugly
worldwide dissonance.
My hometown is Columbia, Missouri. That’s
right, the home of the University of Missouri-Columbia, where protesters awakened our community
to the scourge of racism last November. It was a
strange time for a city of people with open minds,
a city where differing lifestyles are the norm and are
encouraged. There are certainly divergent opinions
as to the whether or not a university caved in or the
protestors “won,” and this will be argued for a long
time to come, but what is certain is that the community is working again to build unity. Dissonance must
be replaced by harmony if we are to be a community.
The same holds for places like Syria, Paris,
Ukraine, and the communities where you live.
Sadly, our efforts to promote peace and harmony
tend to work in an as-needed fashion rather than
seeking peace and pursuing it relentlessly. This,
then, is where handbells come into the picture.
Handbell Musicians of America is made up of
individuals working “to unify people through a
musical art.” If our world has any hope for harmony, it will take many groups working together.
Handbell musicians are one of those groups that
can make a difference.
Every year we celebrate unity in festival conferences around the country. Take a few hundred
strangers, put them together in a large room full
of handbells, have someone wave their arms, and
suddenly dissonance is replaced by harmony. It’s
something just like the old Coca-Cola commercials where a group of people of multiple races,
sizes, and nationalities gather on a beautiful hill-

side and start to sing, “I’d like to teach the world
to sing in perfect harmony!” It really is rather
remarkable, the power of music. Our organization
accepts all people and encourages unity in the opportunity to make music and harmony together.
Of course, it sounds simplistic. It’s never easy.
Sometimes ringers speed up when others are slowing down, sometimes the piece is just a bit harder
than they are used to, sometimes groups have
different philosophies of technique, and sometimes
one group plays musically and the other is just
hanging on. But you know what? We’re making
music together, and we find unity by working together for a common good. Now that seems like a
good strategy for a confused and dissonant world.
Several years ago, the Columbia Handbell
Ensemble joined in concert with the singers of the
University of Missouri’s Legion of Black Collegians.
It’s interesting to look back and think that this was
a collaboration promoting unity through music. Efforts like these occur in many of our communities
across the country. They are an important bridge to
peace, harmony, and understanding.
As the sermon in Topeka was winding down,
I picked up a C5 from under the pulpit. I raised
it up and rang it. It is a lovely bell but, by itself,
it wasn’t too exciting. What if? What if I added
another bell…at which point a ringer joined my
C5 with an E5. And what if we added another bell
to those bells…so a G5 joined us. From there, I
suggested that dissonance can only be eradicated
when we are willing to teach the world to ring in
perfect harmony. And the bell choir responded
with a C-major chord.
Here we are, Handbell Musicians of America—
an organization predicated on making beautiful
music together through handbells. In so doing, we
are a small cog in what can be a beautiful harmony
if we continue to play our music together. The
hope is that as we ring, others will want to join in
our harmony.
If you are promoting peace and unity through
handbells, let me know about it.
		 Ed Rollins
		erollins@handbellmusicians.org

Messages from the Board...
December is the most hectic of months. Whether it be
concerts, church services, shopping, family commitments, or
holiday parties (most likely all of the above!) there is little time
for reflection.
December is also the time of year when we make decisions
about financial commitments that we pledge to charities and
organizations that we support. Each year I make time to sort
through the multitude of requests that I receive, and then I ask
myself the following questions:
• Is this something that has had a positive effect on my life or
that of others?
• Is this something that I value and wish to support and will
encourage others to do so as well?
• Do I know where the dollars are going and how they will be
allocated?
• Is this something that is sustainable and will continue to benefit
me and others into the future?

This is certainly not a scientific vetting process, nor should
it be. After all, giving comes more from the heart than from
the brain.
This year, as in past years, I will be including Handbell
Musicians of America on my list of gifts. I hope you will consider joining me and giving as well. If you are passionate about
handbells and wish to see this organization thrive for years to
come, then please lend your support. If you or someone you
know has benefited in some way by being involved with a
handbell choir, this is a great way to give something back. If
you are an advocate for handbell music and want to see the
community grow, then send that message by making a gift.
On page 13, you can see a complete list of donors from the
past year. When you make your donation this year, be sure to
let us know why you are giving. What is the spark that inspires
you to give to Handbell Musicians of America? After all, your
donation not only helps fund the Guild and build our future,
it is also a statement, a commitment to handbells and the
many ways that choirs enrich our lives through art, community, and faith.
I have not decided whether I will pull the envelope from
between the pages of Overtones or click the Donate button
on my phone, but it doesn’t really matter. What matters is
that I’ve decided to give, and I feel better for it, knowing that
I’m supporting an organization that has enriched my life and
hopefully yours as well.

Throughout the coming
year, in addition to Ed
Rollins’s President’s Pen
column, our national
board members will
bring you special messages of their own regarding their experiences, the
state of the organization,
reflections on our art
form, etc.
This month’s message is
from board member
Steve Shorney.

Steve Shorney
steve@hopepublishing.com
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executive NOTES

Messages from the Executive Director
by Jennifer Cauhorn

Best of 2015
t’s that time of year when everyone looks back and makes their Best and
Worst lists. You see them everywhere—best and worst movies, TV shows, albums, songs,
cars, books, games, videos, etc. Then there are the lists of most fascinating people from
People, Time, Barbara Walters, and so on.
It is so much a part of our culture to look back
and review and comment. In keeping with that
practice, I’ve come up with my own top five list of
the Best of (Fiscal Year) 2015 for Handbell Musicians of America.

While we still face many

5 - Selling the office and going
virtual

challenges, these five best-of

The decision to transition to a completely
telecommuting staff has had many positive results
for the organization. Staff is more productive
and morale is up. The pool of potential staff has
widened, and current staff members have more
freedom to work in their preferred environment.
All of this is in addition to the obvious benefit of
lowering our overhead expenses for maintaining a
physical office.

topics from 2015 give me hope

4 - Reduced expenses
Our staff and national board are constantly
working to find ways to reduce expenses. In the
past fiscal year, we were able find savings and
reductions of approximately $57,000 over the previous fiscal year. Following are a few examples:
• $4,500 in personnel expenses primarily
related to employee benefits such as health
insurance
• $19,300 in office operations primarily related
to the conversion to a virtual office
• $15,000 in board and area leadership meeting expenses related to more efficient meeting planning and less travel to area events by
board members

3 - Increased donations
Over the past year, we have put more emphasis
on fundraising and charitable donations to support
our operation, and our members have responded.
Donations to our general fund more than tripled
this past fiscal year. These contributions support
O V E R T O N E S
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for the future of handbells and of
Handbell Musicians of America.
They demonstrate that when we
work together, we accomplish
great things.
the daily operation of the organization and ensure
continued access to member benefits and services.
In addition, members continue to support the
Heritage Fund and our drive to create a sustaining endowment for our long-term future. See the
list of contributors to these and all our scholarship
funds later in this issue.

2 - Successful events
Events are always listed as a favorite member
benefit, along with Overtones. This past year,
members had access to five national events, 75
area-sponsored events, and 49 member-presented
endorsed events. National events saw an increase
with both Distinctly Bronze East and West selling

out and Distinctly Teen reaching its highest attendance level in
the history of the event.
Pinnacle offered new learning opportunities with the introduction of the Professional Intensive, which gave attendees
an inside look at the operation of three of our most respected
community/professional groups, The Agape Ringers, The
Raleigh Ringers, and Sonos. In addition, Pinnacle was filled
with inspiring concerts and performances that made us laugh,
brought us to tears, and gave us hope for the future of our art.
Distinctly Teen featured our first student conductor, Elisa
Younger, who is now studying handbells at Concordia University Irvine. Members of the Dickens Chime Choir joined
the teens of Ring It! from the Stafford Handbell Society and
demonstrated what it truly means to unite through handbells.
Many of the Dickens members had never rung handbells before
the event and they received unfailing support and encouragement from Ring It!
Our events are the embodiment of our motto—Uniting
People through the Musical Art of Handbells.

1 - Back to Bells
Our Back to Bells initiative was introduced to area leadership at our meeting last March. After that introduction and
with the guidance of the national staff, area leadership secured
sites for 50 Back to Bells workshops in September and October.
In addition, a curriculum committee of five developed content
for these four-hour workshops that provided instruction on
many aspects of starting and managing a successful handbell
program in a church setting.
These free events were marketed through partnerships with
Jeffers Handbell Supply, Malmark Bellcraftsmen, Schulmerich
Bells, the American Guild of Organists, Association of Lutheran Church Musicians, and Presbyterian Association of Musicians, resulting in over 300 attendees to all events combined,
over half of which were nonmembers.
Feedback from all events was overwhelmingly positive. Many
commented on the value of being able to connect with other
directors to share ideas, frustrations, challenges, and solutions.
Back to Bells took us back to our roots and the reasons the
American Guild of English Handbell Ringers was originally
founded by Margaret Shurcliff in 1954—reaching out to fellow
handbell musicians and providing support and encouragement
to sustain and grow.
While we still face many challenges, these five best-of topics
from 2015 give me hope for the future of handbells and of
Handbell Musicians of America. They demonstrate that when
we work together, we accomplish great things.

Handbell Musicians of
America Mailing Addresses
Please note that any CHECK PAYMENTS sent
to the Guild should now go to the following
address:
Handbell Musicians of America
PO Box 145400
Mail Location 521
Cincinnati, OH 45250
This includes membership renewal, contributions, event registration payments, invoice
payments, etc.
All GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE that
DOES NOT include a check payment should
should be sent to:
Handbell Musicians of America
201 E. Fifth Street
Suite 1900-1025
Cincinnati, OH 45202

			Jenny Cauhorn
			jcauhorn@handbellmusicians.org
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membership MATTERS

Thoughts from your
Regional Membership Coordinators

My Favorite Four Letter Word
ne of the things I personally found most enjoyable about Pinnacle, our
annual national event, was people watching. From the vantage point of the registration desk, I could see all the way down the convention center hallway where chairs
and tables had been set. From day one, those tables and chairs were filled with large
and small groups of handbell musicians.

This issue’s
installment by
West RMC
Ellie Hodder
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Groups of twos and threes took up the benches
by the stairway, where more than a few focused
conversations were held. Area leaders, often
separated by many miles of geography, used these
nooks to reconnect and check in with one another
about bits of area business face-to-face. Farther
down were tables full of musicians bubbling with
conversation and laughter, with musicians of all
ages mingling and sharing their thoughts and observations about concerts and classes, renewing old
friendships and making new ones.
Toward the end of the week, I was tasked with
hosting one-on-one video interviews. One of the
questions I asked was, “Why do you belong to
Handbell Musicians of America?” Over and over,
I heard the same reply: “It’s the people!” To a
person, these folks told me how much they valued
the connections, often across many miles, that
they had with individuals who share their love of
handbells and handbell musicianship.
The youngest spoke of finding others who shared
their handbell passion through social media, like
Facebook. This allowed them to have a “virtual”
friendship before they met. Invariably, these cyberfriendships morphed into real ones, and the energy
they exuded at concerts or while discussing issues of
bell handling or composition was electric.
Those I interviewed from other generations
also spoke of the personal connections they have
treasured as handbell musicians. These personal
connections were formed in their own ensembles.
Friendships grew in stature and number by attending regional and area handbell events and over years
of participation in national events such as Master
Series, Distinctly Bronze, or National Seminar. They
all told me that the highest value of membership in
Handbell Musicians of America is the people!
Which brings me to my favorite four-letter
word: T-A-L-K!
I’m asking every member to start talking today.
Talk to your young musicians. Talk to your fellow
church, community, and school handbell musi-

cians. Talk about the invaluable things you’ve
learned through Handbell Musicians of America
that are fundamental to the excellence each one
of us has achieved in our home ensembles. How
would we know about Shelley ringing, or just
about any other handbell technique we all take for
granted, without the Guild? They didn’t exist when
the Guild was formed in 1954, and we all know
about them because we came together in small and
large groups and learned with each other.
Talk about the exciting musical experiences
you’ve had ringing side-by-side with handbell
musicians who were brand new to you. Talk about
the amazing musicians who have led those ensembles—David Davidson, Donald Allured, and
others who were at the very pinnacle of their field
and who made personal connections with you.
Talk about the things you’ve learned and the
people you’ve met because we have a network
where terrific ensembles come to our communities
to share their music. We’ve hosted the best of the
best that the United States has to offer, along with
fabulous ensembles from Estonia, Hong Kong,
Japan, and other countries where handbells are a
growing musical art, countries where new literature and technique are also being developed.
Talk about the things that make Handbell Musicians of America special, like the opportunities to
connect and form life-long friendships with other
handbell musicians; unparalleled access to learning
opportunities from the most innovative, talented,
and knowledgeable teachers of the art; and all the
things that make you a key part of the organization that has shown itself to be the principal voice
of our art form, dedicated to advancing handbell
musicianship through education, community, and
communication.
Yes, please do talk about it. Together we can do
what no one can do alone.
Ellie Hodder
		ehodder@handbellmusicians.org

Handbell refurbishments by the
best bellmakers in the world.
For more than 50 years, we’ve serviced over 1 million handbells.
At Schulmerich, our products are not only made by artisans,
they’re also maintained by them.

WE’ RE OFFERING A LIMI TED T IME

Refurbishment Discount
All handbell refurbishment orders that are placed between October 1, 2015 and May 31, 2016
will receive a 5% discount on the total amount. Discounts are not applicable to shipping costs,
and the total cost must be paid at the time of the order / reservation.
Trust Schulmerich to keep you ringing.

PURCHA S I N G J US T GO T E AS I ER

You can now checkout at our online store using PayPal Credit.

Schulmerich Bells, LLC, 11 Church Road, Suite 1A, Hatfield, PA 19440
T: +1-800-772-3557, F: +1-215-257-1910, info@schulmerichbells.com, www.schulmerichbells.com

Your Membership in the Guild...

Membership in Handbell Musicians of America now offers more benefits, more resources, more
value, and more opportunities to grow and improve your skills as a handbell musician. As of
October 1, 2012, a brand new set of on-line and interactive resources is available to our members.
Membership
in Handbell
of America
offers
more
benefits,
more
resources, more value,
In addition, we’ve
added theMusicians
My Membership
Rewardsnow
program
which
provides
periodic
specials
and
more
opportunities
to
grow
and
improve
your
skills
as
a
handbell
musician.
We are always adding
and discounts for Guild events, music, and merchandise.

...is an investment in Education, Community & Communication

to our collection of online and interactive resources available to our members. In addition, you will enjoy
For a full comparison of benefits of membership please refer to the grid on the back of this page.
the My Membership Rewards program which provides periodic specials and discounts for Guild events,
music, merchandise and services from us and our Handbell Industry Council members.

You may join or renew right now at www.HandbellMusicians.org
Member number if renewal _________________________
Member / Contact Name ___________________________
Is this an individual or organizational membership?
(Please circle one)
Email address _____________________________________
Organization / Business name_________________________
Organization / Business phone # _______________________
Organization mailing address__________________________
__________________________________________________
Home address_____________________________________
_________________________________________________
Home phone #_____________________________________
Enclosed payment type: Visa
(please circle one)

MasterCard

Check

Credit Card #_______________________________________
Credit Card expiration date___________________________
3 digit security number on back of card _________________
Card holder signature_______________________________

*Membership opportunities please circle one:
Handbell Musician
Sterling Handbell Musician
Bronze Handbell Musician
Gold Handbell Musician

$90.00
$175.00
$310.00
$525.00

This membership is for either an individual or an organization. If for an
individual, that person may identify ONE organization that may also receive the
benefits of the membership. If for an organization, that organization must
identify one individual as the primary contact for the membership. The Sterling,
Bronze and Gold levels are for those individuals/organizations who wish to
include a tax-deductible donation.

Handbell Industry Council
Sterling Handbell Industry Council
Bronze Handbell Industry Council
Gold Handbell Industry Council

$175.00
$260.00
$395.00
$555.00

This membership is for businesses and organizations that provide products and
services to the handbell/handchime community and wish to exhibit and/or
market these products and services to the community. The Sterling, Bronze and
Gold levels are for those businesses or organizations that wish to include a taxdeductible donation.

Retired Handbell Musician

$65.00

Credit card address same as Home or Business address?

This membership is for the handbell musician, aged 65 years or older, who is
no longer actively directing or leading an ensemble or program.

(please circle one)

Full-time student

Mail completed form to:

This is an individual membership and is for the full-time college or high school
student.

Handbell Musicians of America
PO Box 145400
Mail Location 521
Cincinnati, OH 45250
Or fax to: 937.438.0085

Sub-membership

$30.00

$10.00

This membership is for an individual member of an organization that has an
existing Handbell Musician Membership. It is basically an on-line membership
only. LIST “PARENT” Handbell Musician Membership # here:______________
**Canadian Members: Please add $15.00 USD to all memberships.
All other International Members: Please add $30.00 USD to all memberships.
Note: All dues are payable in U.S. dollars. All returned checks will incur a $25.00 processing fee.

Online Only Overtones
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Take a Choir or Choirs from Your
Organization to Events at
Member Discount Pricing
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at Member Discount (i.e. Distinctly
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X
X

X
X
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X

X
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X
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Return $5 Rebate to Your Area
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Event-Notes E-Newsletter
Own Login & Password to
Access Online Resources

X
X

X

X

X

Exhibit at Guild Events
For 65+ Not Actively Directing or
Leading a
Handbell/Handchime program
Access to Special
"My Membership Rewards"

Full-Time Student
Membership - $30

Retired Handbell
Musician Membership†
$65

Print Copy of Overtones

X
X
X
X

HIC Membership‡
$175

Voting Privileges

Sub-Membership*
$10

Whether you are a director, educator,
or member of an ensemble, or you
compose music, own a handbell related
business or are simply an enthusiast,
there is a Handbell Musicians of America
membership for you.

Handbell Musician
Membership - $90

Which membership
type best suits
YOUR needs?

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
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X

Canadian members add $15USD and Other International members add $30USD to all except Sub-Membership
*The Sub-Membership must be linked to a Handbell Musician Membership. Sub-member may attend events with the group associated with the Handbell Musician Membership only.
‡HIC Members may only apply for grants and scholarships, event endorsement, and access to chime-loan programs if they are recognized as a non-profit 501-C3 organization.
†If you are 65 years of age or older and ACTIVELY directing or leading a handbell/handchime program, then the Handbell Musician Membership is for you. However, if you are 65
years or older and NOT actively directing or leading, then the Retired Handbell Musician Membership is your best option.

what’s HAPPENING
Handbell News and Notices

College Scholarships
available from AGO
The American Guild of Organists announces the start of the application period
for the 2016-2017 Ronald G. Pogorzelski
and Lester D. Yankee Memorial Scholarships. These are the largest monetary
scholarships awarded by AGO each year to
individual organ students. They are made
possible by the generosity and vision of
the late Messrs. Ronald G. Pogorzelski and
Lester D. Yankee. The scholarships support
the education of talented young organists
who are dedicated to making significant
contributions to the field of organ playing.
Applicants are expected to have existing talent and be able to demonstrate achievements
in the field of organ playing along with
an expressed commitment to post graduation teaching, performing, or other serious
endeavor with respect to the organ. Each
student applicant must also demonstrate
a verifiable financial need to be eligible to
receive a scholarship.
Six scholarships are presently awarded
each year with a total distribution of
$60,000 in scholarship funds annually.
Four scholarship awards of $7,500 each are
awarded to an incoming college freshman,
sophomore, junior, and senior, as well as two
graduate awards of $15,000 each, one for a
student beginning a master’s degree program
and one for a student in the second year of
a master’s degree program. The scholarships
are renewable annually if requirements are
met.
For the 2016–2017 academic year, the
AGO will begin accepting online scholarship applications on January 1, 2016, from
qualified students entering their freshman
year in college and starting their first year
of graduate study. Complete details of the
Pogorzelski-Yankee Memorial Scholarships
can be found on the AGO website, https://
www.agohq.org/education/pogorzelskiyankee-memorial-scholarships.
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2016 Handbell Notation
Conference following
National Seminar
Join us following National Seminar 2016 in Rochester, New York, to
assist in updating the Handbell Musicians of America Handbell Notation
Guide. All Handbell Musicians of America members are invited to attend or
submit a proposed change/update for consideration.
To submit a change/update proposal for consideration, please provide a
succinct, written document describing your proposal to John Behnke via
email at jbehnke@handbellmusicians.org.
All proposals must be submitted to John Behnke by June 1, 2016. Notation changes will be adopted by consensus of those who attend the conference. You do not need to attend the conference to submit a proposal, but
your attendance would be greatly appreciated.
We hope you will participate in updating this important guide for all
handbell ringers, directors, composers, and publishers. Only through active
input by all interested parties can we achieve a truly comprehensive Handbell
Notation Guide.

Conference Schedule
• 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM
General Handbell/Handchime Notation(Parts A and B)
Lunch provided
• 5:00 PM – 6:30 PM
Dinner on your own
• 6:30 PM – 10:00 PM
Solo/Ensemble Notation (Part C)

Fees & Lodging
The fee to attend the Notation Conference is $75.00 and includes lunch
during the meeting. Lodging information will be available when National
Seminar details are posted. Please check the website for updated information
on rates and reservation process.

Handbell Musicians of America Supporters
List of those who made charitable contributions to the Guild in 2015
While our primary source of income is membership dues,
we need the additional support that comes from charitable
contributions to continue to provide all the services and
benefits our members enjoy and to sustain scholarship and
grant-giving opportunities. We have a sincere and deep
appreciation to all those listed here that made contributions in
fiscal year 2015, between Oct. 1, 2014 and Sept. 30, 2015.

Anonymous Education Fund
Provides scholarships and grants to those supporting handbells/
handchimes in education
Jodi Caldwell

D. Linda McKechnie Scholarship Fund
Provides scholarships to events for those working with special
needs populations or in elementary education
D. Linda McKechnie

David R. Davidson Composition Fund
Supports a composition contest for young and new composers
writing original works for advanced handbell ensembles
Linda Ashley
Talana Bell
Karen Blakeslee
Cammy Carteng
Mya Dundzila
Jeanne Jessup
Beth Judd
Leslie Lewis

David Murphy
Gillian Penn
Tracy Peterson
Gail Ritchey
Dawn Stafford
Ed Tompkins
Barbara Wilson

Donald E. Allured Composition Fund
Supports the commission of new, original works for advanced
handbell ensembles
Anonymous
Linda Ashley
Nikki Attwell
Scott Barker
Patricia Barnes
Ralph Belknap
Jane Boilesen
Laveita Brinson
Cheryl Broomfield Onesky
Susan Cobb
Norma Collison
Barbara Copeland
Jennifer Cupak
Beth Ann Edwards
Gayle Finder
Lorraine Finison
Marcia Gilchrist
Elizabeth Greenwood
Nyokna Haire
Jo Anne Hammond
Marilyn Hines
Linda Holzwarth
Cynthia Jean
Risë Kagan-Erickson

Linda Krantz
Edward Krzes
Steven Leadbetter
Christopher Leoncini
Carl Loutzenheiser
Judith Masser
Kathy McCreight
Christine McGuinness
Catherine McMichael
Micki Mennet-Martin
Sally Meredith
Joan Michelsen
Joyce Miller
Marcia Morris
Deb Price
Carol Roman
Joyce Rosenquist
Denean Smith
Elizabeth Smith
Sherri Stoffer
Laurie Sturm
Laura Swafford
Janet Urfer
Evelyn Werner

Rose Wiersma
Carl Wiltse

Joyce Wolfe

General Fund
Supports the general operations and mission of Handbell
Musicians of America
Betsy Allen
Nancy Althaus
Dan Anajovich
Barbara Anderson
Jacqueline Anderson
Marlene Anderson
Anonymous
Linda Ashley
Carla Babcock
Sandra Balmer
Alice Blatt
Laura Blauch
Linda Boatright
Lynn Bogovich
Thomas Boyer
Laveita Brinson
Irene Brown in honor of
Marilyn Taylor
Jayne Brown
Amy Burrow
Judy Clayton
Freddy Coleman
Beth Cornish
Sheryl Cory
Kathe Cunningham
Cynthia Curtis
Carla David
Beth Davidson
Fonda Davies
Carolyn Deuel
Margaret Dickerson
Diantha Dorman
Karen Eggert
Linda Ellison
Doris Enderson
Carol Flint
Barbara Florini
Joan Fossum
Kathryn Gano
Lu Gardiner
Eileen Gilbert
Jayne Griese
Jeanette Gross
Pam Gunderson
Susan Guse
Susan Guse
Nicholas Hanson
Catherine Harkey
Regina Harmison
Glen Hascall
Sandy Haynes

Ruth Haynie
Debbie Henning
Christina Herold
Erin Hersey
Wayne Hicks
Susan Hilderbrand
Ellie Hodder
Kathy Holden
Tessique Houston
Cynthia Inman
Rachel Jessen
Jeanne Jessup in honor of
Valerie Stephenson
Malia Johnson
Nancy Johnson
Evelyn Jones
Beth Judd
Risë Kagan-Erickson
Cheri Kendall
Linda Krantz
Patricia Latshaw
Margaret Lazarou
Steven Leadbetter
Steven Lieberman
Bonnie Linder
Becky Lormor
JoAnn Luther
Nancy Lutz
Danny Lyons
Glenda Mason
Karin McDonough
Monica McGowan
Vinesa McLeod
Henry Meinecke
Barbara Meinke
Debra Mikkelsen
Sandy Milner
Linda Minnotte
Julia Norton
Brenna Norval
Cyndy Patterson
William Payn
Susan Petty
David Pinkerton
Ann Pomazal
Gini Rainey
Wendy Ransom
Gretchen Rauch
Stephanie Rhoades
Gail Ritchey
Julie Roberts
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Edward Rollins
Claudette Rothwell
Dian Ruder
Sharon Schmidt
Ginny Schoenike
Sheryl Sebo
Michele Sharik
Christina Sharpling
Sarah Sheffield
Steve Shorney
Irene Shutt
Shelly Shelly Siemer in honor
of Marvel Clark
Denean Smith
Helenkay Smith
Virginia Stewart
Catherine Swanson
Sharon Swenson

Joyce Terry
Brian Tervo
David Tiller
Margaret Tucker
Lila Ulrich
Wilson Van Tine
Julie Vaquilar
Debbie Wacker
Cheryl Waide
L Jean Westfall
Jessica Westgard Larson
Stephanie Wiltse
Carolyn Wise
Joyce Wolfe
Ann Wood
Rad Yates

Heritage Fund
Provides and endowment for future sustainability and growth
of Handbell Musicians of America
Area 6 honoring Phyllis Kirk in
the memory of her husband,
Wendell Kirkwood
The Agape Ringers
Betsy Allen
Lisbeth Ash
Linda Ashley
Diane Barnes
Area 8
Connie Beall
John Behnke
Talana Bell
Laura Blauch
Sara Blight
Laveita Brinson
Irene Brown
Sherilyn Burgdorf
Pamela Carlson in honor of
Alana Teragawa and Liz
Lindner
Jay Carter
Jerry Conry
Kathe Cunningham
Mya Dundzila
Tianna Durbin
Beth Ann Edwards
Linda Ellison
Embellish Handbell Ensemble
in honor of our wonderful
director, Stephanie Wiltse
Lori Fenton
Jill Fite
Josh Fitzgerald
Michael Glasgow
Rima Greer
Teri Gregory
Susan Guse
Ann Habicht
Susan Hahn
Nicholas Hanson
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Janet Harner
Moneesa Hart
Suzanne Holton
Houston Bronze Ensemble
Jeanne Jessup
Nancy Johnson
Evelyn Jones
Beth Judd
Risë Kagan-Erickson
Renee Keese
Tom Kelly
Nancy Kindraka
Donna Kirch
Karen Leonard
Carolynne Mathis
Mike McCrary
Anna McKnight-Matney
Barbara Meinke
Rob Meyer
Linda Minnotte
David Murphy
Marcia Murphy
David Nelson
Laura Olsen
Glen Peleti
Robin Pentland
Ashley Perdue
Tracy Peterson
Phillips 66
Joseph Pinson
Judith Quirk
Darcy Reich
Stephanie Rhoades in honor
of Jana Rhoades
Deborah Rice
Gail Ritchey
Ed Rollins
Edward Rollins
Claudette Rothwell
Cathy Rowe

Patricia Sanders
Candy Schade
Sharon Schmidt
Susan Schultz
Kendra Scott
Brian Seemann
Michele Sharik
Julie Shuford
Kristine Sparks
Jeremy Springer
Michelle Tejada
Brian Tervo
Karen Thompson
Martha Lynn Thompson

Wilson Van Tine
David VanderMeer
Julie Vaquilar
Debbie Wacker
Jessica Westgard Larson
Susan Wilber
Joyce Wilcox
Martha Wilson
Stephanie Wiltse
Joyce Wolfe
Joyce Zartman
Microsoft

Past Presidents Fund
Contributions made in honor and memory of those who have
served the Guild
Beth Judd in memory of Oran
Nabors
Beth Judd in memory of Andy
Flanagan

Beth Judd in memory of David
VanderMeer’s mother

William H. Griffin Scholarship Fund
Provides scholarships to attendees of Distinctly Bronze events
Linda Ashley
Talana Bell
Karen Blakeslee
Sara Blight
Jodi Caldwell
Cammy Carteng
Mya Dundzila
Leslie Lewis
Monica McGowan

Joyce Miller
David Murphy
Tracy Peterson
Gail Ritchey
Dawn Stafford
Ed Tompkins
Barbara Wilson

Legacy Society
Those who support Handbell Musicians of America through a
deferred or planned gift
Lee Afdahl
John & Christine Behnke
Douglas J. Benton
Lynn Bogovich
Barbara Brocker
Jennifer Cauhorn
Cynthia D. Curtis
David & Judy Davidson
Ruth Diedrichsen
Josh Fitzgerald
Ginny Fleming
Michael J. Glasgow
William H. Griffin
Ellie Hodder
Robert Jackson
Elizabeth Judd
Jaques & Jean Kearns
Mary V. Kettelhut
Zana J. Kizzee
Linda Krantz
Steven Leadbetter
Leslie Lewis
Lynne G. Marks
J. Michael McCrary

Monica S. McGowan
David G. & D. Linda McKechnie
Micki Mennet-Martin
Rob Meyer
Ellen C. Moretz
Susan C. Newman
William A. Payn
John Pfeiffer
Wendy & Doug Ransom
Stephanie Rhoades
Deborah S. Rice
Ann Y. Schmidt
Sharon Schmidt
J. Stanley Schmidt
Benn Schonman
Michele Sharik & Brian Pituley
D. L. Shearer
Joyce Terry
Felix & Martha Lynn Thompson
Frances S. Vaughan
David Weck
Jessica Westgard Larson
Kathleen Wissinger

My Story...
In future issues, we will be sharing personal stories about handbell musicians and
their experiences with the Guild. Ed Spann shares with us his story, below, about how
handbells affected his life and how Handbell Musicians of America has played a part.
Please consider making a donation at handbellmusicians.givecorps.com to continue
providing the resources for people like Ed to start and develop new handbell ensembles.
In 1963, just out of college and seminary music training, I was at my first full-time church,
serving as music minister at the Pulaski Heights Baptist Church in Little Rock, Arkansas. Even
though our church did not have handbells, I became interested in them because of the inspiration of Martha Lynn Thompson and her husband, who were the handbell directors at Pulaski
Heights United Methodist Church, just up the street from our church. At that time, only two
Baptist churches in the entire state of Arkansas had handbells. Our church became the third.
I contacted three handbell companies: Petit-Fritsen in Holland, Whitechapel in England,
and Schulmerich in Pennsylvania. They all sent me one handbell each. I chose the Schulmerich bells, mainly because they were an American company and seemed advanced in design. (Much later, when I was working on my doctorate degree at Florida State University, I
became a Schulmerich bell representative.)
One of the first things I did was to subscribe to Overtones, the
magazine for Handbell Musicians of America (then known as
AGEHR). I had trouble finding music written for handbells; the
best music I could get was for trio or quartet because I had only
two octaves of bells and the music was written in the treble clef
only. In those days, Overtones usually included a piece of music
for bells on a hectograph sheet. We would copy this music with
a marker on a poster board, and the entire bell choir would play
from this poster. Despite these challenges, we were well received
wherever we played, especially when we performed at Christmas
time and for special events.
Following a tenure as director of the church music division
at Shorter College in Rome, Georgia, I also utilized handbells
as a music missionary in Brazil, to help establish a department of sacred music at a Baptist
Seminary in Sao Paulo in 1971. On my return to the states in 1975, I was further inspired
to work with bells as a member of Westbury Baptist Church in Houston, where Hart Morris had a fabulous handbell program. During this time I served as missionary-in-residence
at Houston Baptist University. Eventually, it was my privilege to direct a women’s handbell
choir at Garden Oaks Baptist Church in Houston for six years.
These were important experiences for me because, in 1989, I was asked to come to Dallas
Baptist University as the dean of the College of Fine Arts. The first question I was asked by
Dr. Gary Cook, the newly-elected university president, was, “Would you be interested in
starting a handbell program at DBU?” He had been in that handbell choir as a 13-year-old at
Pulaski Heights in Little Rock. He also remembered my experiences in Brazil.
During the 14 years that I served as dean of the College of Fine Arts (and handbell director), DBU purchased a five-octave set of bells with chimes, tables, pads, gloves, stands, and
music, and our bell choir was selected twice as a collegiate handbell program by the Guild.
Over the years, I have also served on the national education committee of the Guild for
several terms, had some articles published in Overtones, and served as clinician and judge
for many handbell events. I attended numerous Guild-sponsored national events, led some
break-out sessions, and even had a few bell numbers published. Our DBU bell choir toured
in South Korea, Taiwan, and Europe, as well as in Texas and the southwestern United States.
Want to tell your story? Email it to us at membership@handbellmusicians.org. You might see it on our
website or on our Facebook page—or perhaps in a future issue of Overtones.

handbells in WORSHIP
Coordinated by Sondra Tucker

Ringing Intergenerationally
A Discussion
Compiled by Sondra Tucker

Sondra Tucker is Director
of Music and Organist at
Christ Church Presbyterian
in Bellaire, Texas, where
she directs all musical ensembles of the church. She
is a graduate of the University of Arkansas and the
University of Memphis,
and holds the AAGO and
Choir Master certifications
from the American Guild of
Organists.
Sondra compiled this discussion article with submissions from:
Jennifer Jewell
from Stillwater, Minnesota;
Michael Helman
from Cape Coral, Florida;
Wendy Ransom
from Loveland (Cincinnati), Ohio;
Robert (B.J.) Jackson
from Gainesville, Florida;
Steve Rawley
from Portland, Oregon;
Heather Kruger
from Kent, Washington;
Cathy Cralle Jones
from Raleigh, North Carolina.

Many churches’ handbell choirs have members
with a wide range in ages, from youth to older
adults. Aside from individual differences, generational differences can become apparent in learning
styles, in focus, in stamina, in preferred repertoire,
and in virtually every aspect of ringing in an
ensemble. Here we’ve compiled observations from
several people who work in an intergenerational
setting, either as a ringer, a director, or both: Jennifer Jewell from Stillwater, Minnesota; Michael
Helman from Cape Coral, Florida; Wendy Ransom from Loveland (Cincinnati), Ohio; Robert
(B.J.) Jackson from Gainesville, Florida; Steve
Rawley from Portland, Oregon; Heather Kruger
from Kent, Washington; and Cathy Cralle Jones
from Raleigh, North Carolina.

What motivates your church to
have a handbell choir that is intergenerational?
B.J. JACKSON: We simply try to fill all
the positions. If younger ringers are available, we
definitely use them.
STEVE RAWLEY: Our church has multiple
bell and chime choirs. The youth groups aren’t
necessarily designed to be intergenerational, but
they typically have one or more adult ringers to
fill in.
WENDY RANSOM: My church group
ranges in age currently from mid 30s to early 60s.
Until two years ago, I had a high school student.
She graduated and went away to college, but she
may return if she selects a graduate school in Cincinnati. A number of years ago I had a woman
who was then in her 70s. She has since passed
away.
MICHAEL HELMAN: My church has a children’s handbell choir, an adult advanced handbell
choir, an adult beginning choir, and a blended
youth/adult choir.

Does your group historically have
multiple generations involved, or is
your current circumstance unusual?
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CATHY CRALLE JONES: We have had
a multigenerational choir from the beginning.

It started as having a couple of adults to “round
out” our youth choir or substitute as needed.
Soon they became a permanent part of the choir.
The mix of youth and adults changes a little with
each new season.
MICHAEL: We didn’t start with an intergenerational choir. We had a group of children that
aged out of the children’s handbell choir, and we
didn’t have a place to promote them—they got
too old and too good! We kept the beginning
adult choir which meets in the daytime, but we
also formed a blended-age group which meets at
night. It’s composed of about half youth and half
working adults. The socialization has been great—
the group has really melded well.
BJ: We don’t usually have multiple generations involved, but it depends on whether younger ringers are available and want to be involved.
JENNIFER JEWELL: When my church
purchased handbells in 2000, I volunteered to
direct. My middle-school-age daughter and a
couple of her friends were musically talented, and
I asked them play in the choir along with the
adults. After they left to go off to college, I had
a ringer whose husband traveled for his job, so
she brought her three daughters to rehearsal. On
the weeks someone was absent, I would have her
oldest child fill in, and after a few times she was a
regular member of the choir. I believe by the end
of the next year we had all three girls and their
mother ringing. The youngest was in the third
grade. That family has moved out the area, but
ever since then I have always had a intergenerational choir. I find that the parents like that they
can do something at church with their children.
WENDY: My current church has two choirs—
a daytime and an evening choir. The daytime
choir is more convenient for retirees. We probably have more people participating as a result
of having both a daytime and an evening choir,
though neither is specifically for one age group or
another. For a short time we had a “family” bell
choir. It was a somewhat desperate attempt to get
a youth choir going. We had a small number of
youth, and they weren’t quite quartet- or quintetcapable, so parents got recruited to play along

with their child. It was successful for a couple years but has
since folded. I always thought it was fabulous to have family
members playing together.

What benefits do ringers get from an intergenerational experience?
JENNIFER: The younger ringers get to see that ringing is
something that they can do in worship for the rest of the life,
not just when they are young. I have directed all-youth choirs
in the past, and having adults around really helps the youth
focus on ringing.
BJ: Most often the energy of youthfulness!
CATHY: They have the opportunity to work together in a
common purpose. The age differences don’t really matter when
the focus is making music. They also get to know each other
and have fun kidding and playing together.
WENDY: When I first began directing, I had a woman who
had never performed music and had learned her notes for the
first time on bells. She was a good bit older than most and is
still ringing at the same church (same bells!) and is probably
at least 80. My hometown church had a big mix of ages too. I
think it just goes to show you that anyone can play this instrument. It’s always good to have a variety of life perspectives.
HEATHER KRUGER: The younger ringers learn from
watching the more experienced members—not just musicianship but about maturity. The older ringers learn patience, and
sometimes humility.
STEVE: This is my third year ringing in my daughter’s
high school bell choir. It is a great way to connect with her on
a weekly basis, and the Christmas concerts and services have
become one of our favorite holiday traditions.

lar day, they play for all three services, starting at 7:30 in the
morning. These are ringers who understand commitment!
CATHY: We are able to demonstrate what can happen when
several age groups work together. It furthers our congregational
mission “to share the good new across generations and across
cultures.”

What challenges does an intergenerational
group have to overcome?

STEVE: Rather than waiting outside of the bell room while
my daughter rehearsed, it just seemed natural to join in.
WENDY: I don’t see this as applicable. I just join a bell
group. I don’t much worry about who is in it.

JENNIFER: What I have figured out is that it is best, when
possible, not to have family members stand next to each other.
Sometimes it is okay—it depends the people.
BJ: I would say that not all younger ringers are created
equal, so waiting for them to catch up with known repertoire
can be a challenge. Of course, that is true with a new adult/
older adult ringer as well.
CATHY: We learn patience as we experience differences in
typical attention spans among the age groups. We also have
multi-generations from a single family (grandmother, mom and
dad, and daughter) which adds an additional family dynamic to
the group.
WENDY: Sometimes older adults can’t stand for the length
of rehearsal and need a stool. Sight-reading the music with
bifocals or similar can be a challenge. Having risers or not,
sharing with someone who has better sight—those kinds of
things can be logistically challenging but are easy to work out.
It’s an awareness factor.
HEATHER Teens tend to have crazy schedules. Coordinating concerts and rehearsals can be a challenge. Planning large
trips or other commitments also becomes difficult.
MICHAEL: We are very fortunate at my church to have a
very active youth ministry with a strong youth director who
provides spiritual structure. We have developed a synergy between the music and youth ministries and cultivate a culture of
leadership and participation among our youth. The parents also
have to make church a priority—they are their kids’ transportation, after all. Families have to sign a covenant to support these
ministries with their presence.

How does an intergenerational handbell choir
further the ministry of the church?

Does having an intergenerational group affect
repertoire selection?

BJ: When our older congregation sees younger people
involved in any aspect of the music ministry, it is reassuring
that the church is not slipping away. To that end, we started a
program of paid choral interns in the main vocal choir. Seeing younger faces in the choir on a weekly basis helps younger
people to identify with our traditional worship.
JENNIFER: I do know that members have commented
that they like that the choir has both youth and adults.
HEATHER When you stop having age limits and make
your choirs about who fits better, you begin to have a choir that
simply plays for the joy. Then the music and praise can benefit
the congregation greatly.
MICHAEL: Our church has four handbell choirs, so our
congregation is very accustomed to and supportive of bells in
worship. And when a bell choir plays in worship on a particu-

BJ: I think, as in any group, repertoire selection is dependent on the skill of the majority of the ringers, young or old.
JENNIFER: It has not affected my repertoire selection, as I
pick music for the worship service. Some pieces are more challenging and some are easier for the choir.
WENDY: I’ve found some of my ringers don’t know the
more contemporary tunes. It’s not always a generational thing
but a worship style preference. When I can, I like people to
know the melody so they can listen for and find it in the piece.
CATHY: We always have a mix of traditional and pop tunes
in the folders.
HEATHER As far as I’ve seen, the repertoire only expands
from traditional music, adding more modern pieces while
expanding the choir’s reach.

Ringers, what made you decide to join an
intergenerational group?

Continued on page 31
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Fly Me to the Moon

every tiMe i Feel the spirit

psAlM oF celeBrAtion

arr. Ron Mallory
Ron Mallory brings Bart
Howard’s jazz standard
to handbells, and the
results are spectacular!
This wonderfully crafted
arrangement skillfully
uses the bells to create
a remarkable resemblance to the big band
sound. A true winner for any concert... it
would make Ol’ Blue Eyes himself proud!
3-5 octaves/opt. 3 oct. HC
Level 4
JHS9533
$5.95 $4.46

arr. Dennis Robert
A lively spiritual that
works for all groups,
from beginning to more
advanced. It can be played
in 4/4 meter by beginners
but is a good way to move
on up to cut time. This is
an excellent piece for church, concert or
even school.
2-3 octaves (HB or HC)
Level 1+
CP7066
$4.95 $3.71

God Bless the UsA

Julie Turner
Julie Turner’s bold, bigsounding original features
a lively main theme and
some wonderful twists and
turns. Mallets and running
sixteenth note patterns
make this a remarkable
moment in worship or concert.
3-5 octaves
Level 4JHS9535
$5.75 $4.31

Kevin McChesney
A sure-fire winner for
concert, worship, and
festivals! The wellcrafted dialogue between
handbells and brass or
organ is rewarding to hear
and to play.
3-5 octaves/opt. Brass quintet or organ
& opt. timpani
Level 3
JHS9538
HB
$4.95 $3.71
JHS9538FS Full/Organ Score $6.50 $4.88
JHS9538B Brass Quintet/Timpani
$20.00/set $15.00

arr. Sandra Eithun
Sandra Eithun has
captured the spirit of this
great modern patriotic
song and adapted it
beautifully for handbells.
It is sure to become a
favorite piece of handbell
literature, as it can be used in just about any
setting imaginable. This one is a winner!
3-5+ octaves/opt. 3-5 oct. HC
Level 3RO3325
$4.95 $3.71

KnowinG yoU

arr. Bill Ingram
This significant hymn
by Graham Kendrick
is presented in a very
accessible arrangement
by Bill Ingram. A section
that features the optional
handchime melody in the
bass while the upper bells
are suspended and malleted is especially
nice. Lyrics are included.
3-5 octaves/opt. 3 or 5 oct. HC
Level 2
RP7531
$5.25 $3.94

AlleGretto con vivo

All creAtUres oF oUr God
And KinG
arr. Kevin McChesney

Jeff Fallen’s setting of this
traditional, well-known
tune has been adapted
for handbells by Kevin
McChesney. Pay close
attention to the tempo
changes and dynamics
as you bring this
interesting piece to life. Suitable for worship
at any time during the Church year.
3-5 octaves
Level 2
RRBL5076
$4.95 $3.71

tell the story arr. Karissa Dennis

This Level 2 setting by
Karissa Dennis combines
the favorite hymns I Love
to Tell the Story and How
Firm a Foundation into
a terrific selection for
developing choirs.
The use of mallets and
marts makes for an engaging arrangement.
3-5 octaves/opt. 3 oct. HC
Level 2
RW8247
$4.95 $3.71

the MAjesty And Glory oF
yoUr nAMe
arr. Bill Ingram

Bill Ingram’s arrangement
is very true to the original
and stands alone as it
is; however, it is also
compatible with many
choral editions. Appropriate
for any contemporary or
traditional worship service,
choirs should work for flowing musicality.
3-6 octaves
Level 2+
RO3336
$5.25 $3.94

Composers Music
Company

syMphonic FAnFAre

FBFH1008

arr. Karen Roth
Simple to learn and exciting
to play, this is derived
from a Brahms symphonic
melody and appears in
most hymnals as We Are
God’s People. Remains
true to Brahms’ original!
3-5 octaves
Level 1+
$4.25 $3.19

spirit oF God, descend
Upon My heArt arr. Ron Mallory
A thoughtful and easy-tolearn arrangement of the
favorite hymn, this would
be perfect for a prayerful
moment in worship.
3-5 octaves/
opt. 2 oct. HC
Level 2
JHS9529
$4.95 $3.71

FAnFAre on dUKe street

JHS9534

arr. Ron Mallory
Mallory uses syncopated
rhythms to enliven this
great hymn, making it
useful for both traditional
and contemporary services.
A lot of fun!
3-5 octaves
Level 4$4.95 $3.71

soleMn prAyer

Jason Krug
Both sacred and secular
titles are given for this
easy-to-learn original,
making this perfect for
any solemn or thoughtful
occasion. Mallets on
suspended bells are
featured prominently.
3-6 octaves/opt. 1 oct. HC
Level 2+
JHS9531
$4.95 $3.71

lily oF the vAlley
arr. Shawn Gingrich
A fresh, exciting treatment
of this grand old gospel
hymn! Bass players
will absolutely love the
malleted section! It sounds
much more difficult than it
is, and it will be loved by
ringers and listeners alike.
3-6 octaves
Level 3RO3335
$4.50 $3.38

liFe’s joUrney

Jason Krug
A stunning original
(alternate title Rain
Shadow) from the Raleigh
Ringers Series for
advanced ensembles. The
rhythmic feel of the first and
last sections is repeated
many times, making it
easier to play than the Level 5 marking would
indicate. Optional handchimes are featured in
the middle section. Perfect for any secular or
sacred venue.
4-7 octaves/opt. 4-7 oct. HC
Level 5
JHS9532
$5.75 $4.31

My FAther’s world
arr. Sandra Eithun
Combining the Singing Bell
technique with malleted
treble notes, Eithun
establishes a beautiful,
ethereal beginning to this
lovely piece that musically
describes God’s creation.
It will be useful in just about any worship
service. Enjoy the many techniques and
mood changes – it is well worth the work.
3-5 octaves/opt. 3 oct. HC
Level 3RO3337
$5.75 $4.31

12 Bells in F: MAjestic
hyMns
arr. Bill Ingram

The popular series
continues! Come,
Christians Join to Sing;
We Have Come to Join
in Worship; Beautiful
Savior; Joyful, Joyful, We
Adore Thee; Bound for
the Kingdom; Simple Gifts
and Worthy of Worship. May be rung with as
few as 3 or as many as 6 ringers. Ringing
assignment suggestions are included in the
collection and with no bell changes. Tables
are not needed.
12 Bells (3 octaves)
Level 2
RO3338
$6.95 $5.21

AUtUMn leAves arr. Andrea Handley
Joseph Kosma wrote the
original, Johnny Mercer
added English lyrics, and
now Andrea Handley
brings this wonderful jazz
standard to handbells.
A very expressive and
satisfying arrangement
of the classic piece, perfect for any concert.
3-7 octaves
Level 4
RRG5018
$4.95 $3.71

how cAn i Keep FroM
sinGinG?
handbell setting by

3-5 octaves
RW8248

Kevin McChesney
A simple yet effective
arrangement of the
traditional hymn. Once
again, McChesney has
taken a popular Lorie Line
piano arrangement and
crafted a real winner!
Level 2
$4.25 $3.19

handbells in EDUCATION
Coordinated by Kathleen Wissinger

Teaching the Ringing Stroke
Directors and teachers weigh in on different methods
by Kathleen Wissinger

Herb Geisler

Ringing an English handbell for the first time
is a momentous event. Some ringers intuitively
know what to do to produce a beautiful ringing stroke, while others struggle mightily to
coordinate this bell/body dance. To serve your
ringers’ different learning styles, it’s handy to
have a variety of introductory methods in your
teaching toolbox. To that end, a cadre of experienced teachers/directors share some ideas, below,
that might help you help your ringers find that
promised land of safe, coordinated, and musical
ringing.

Karen James

Contributing teachers/directors:

Kathleen Wissinger, McGaheysville, Virginia, is a
handbell teacher for 4th-8th
grade, director of MOSAIC
Handbell Ensemble and
Spectrum Youth Handbells
at Massanutten Presbyterian Church.
Contributors to this article
include:

Dian Ruder
Kimly Schlabach
Michèle Sharik
Valerie Stephenson
Kimberly Strepka
R. Scott White

Herb Geisler
Karen James
Dian Ruder
Kimly Schlabach
Michèle Sharik
Valerie Stephenson
Kimberly Strepka
R. Scott White
Kathleen Wissinger

Preparation and stance
A comfortable, flexible stance allows the entire
body to be involved when ringing: feet comfortably apart (about shoulder width), one foot
slightly ahead of the other, knees gently flexed
(not locked), and shoulders wide and relaxed.
Bells are held with thumb and first finger encircling the handle (the “circle of support”) with
additional fingers gently wrapping the base of the
handle, bell guard resting on the knuckles, with
thumbs pointing forward (not inward).
Prior to actual clapper impact, the bell handle
leads the stroke. This sets the clapper on the
trailing side of the bell, so that it can then travel
forward to meet the casting when the bell casting stops. Karen James likens this to swinging a
baseball bat, with the hands leading the swing.
(Swinging a baseball bat also includes a preparatory lift before the swing.) To encourage this
positioning, facing the ringer, loop your finger
O V E R T O N E S
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A wide choice of clear, memorable, ringer-specific directions,
coupled with good modeling by
the teacher, encourages all your
new ringers to embrace the joy
of ringing handbells. To that
end, we would do well to adopt
the proverb: ‘Teach your ringers
well in the way they should ring,
and they will not depart
from it.’
through the beginner’s bell handle and pull it gently forward as the ringer practices his stroke.

Ready, ring, damp
Kath Wissinger teaches her fourth-graders
three basic positions—ready, ring, damp—so
they don’t rest their bells in the “damp” position.
Prior to the ringing stroke, the vertical bell is
poised slightly away from the body (not nestled
at the shoulder), ready for lift-off. This is “ready”
position. And then, like pushing someone on a
swing or bouncing on a trampoline, they give a
small push off (breath, anacrusis) to get the bell
in motion. The kick at the far end of the swing’s
stroke occurs when the clapper strikes the casting
at “ring” (the ictus). They lift the bell in an arc as
it returns to the shoulder to the “damp” position and hug the bells, matching the curve of the
casting to a curve on the body. The bells are then
returned to “ready” position.
Continued on page 25
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All the Way, My Savior
Leads Me

Robert Lowry arr. by David Burroughs

4 Octave Handbell Choir

For 4 octaves of handbells

Robert Lowry
by David Burroughs
Arr. David Burroughs
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Handbells In Education...
Continued from page 20

Herb Geisler teaches the actual strike first, referring to it as
the “target.” With a bell in one hand, the other empty hand fully extends in front, with the palm facing away to the imaginary
strike zone. The other arm extends its vertical bell a few inches
short of that strike point and then gently nudges the bell toward the strike point next to the extended hand. This produces
a clean, crisp, but gentle strike with a near-vertical bell, with an
extended arm, and a relaxed, flexible wrist. A graceful, elliptical
return develops as this motion is repeated, tested, and extended.
Meanwhile the extended “target” arm may be lowered to the
side. Finally the damp is added as a natural endpoint of the full
extent of the motion.

Ice cream…
The “ice cream cone” is a popular concept—the bell casting
is an ice cream cone. Imagine a wall of lovely, rich ice cream
(pick your favorite flavor) in front of you that invites you to
stretch out your arm with the cone upright and scoop as much
ice cream as you can into the cone (the strike and return). To
keep the ice cream in the cone, you have to keep the cone (bell)
pointing upright.
Dian Ruder adds a cherry on top of the cone (which, in this
case, you do not want to be there), with the goal to flick the
cherry off the top without dislodging the ice cream (the basic
ringing stroke). Raise the cone for all to admire (the return),
and catch the drip of ice cream on your shirt (the damp).

Flashlights…
In addition to ice cream cones, a handbell can be compared
to a flashlight, giving the new ringer a different awareness of the
instrument’s orientation in space. “Always shine the flashlight
on the ceiling” and “Never shine the light in your audience’s
eyes” are quick reminders to keep the casting upright throughout the ringing stroke. Another bell metaphor that works well
is as a glass full of liquid. Keep it upright through the entire
ringing stroke or you’ll spill the liquid. For grand chords, say
“Cheers!” and raise the bells in an appropriate salute.

and Ferris wheels
Another concept that walks a new ringer through the entire
ringing stroke, as well as note values, is Dian’s Ferris Wheel:
“Imagine your bell is part of a Ferris wheel (a picture is
worth a lot for the uninformed). Hold your bell near the bottom, so your people can get on. The clapper must be back so
they have room to sit. When the ride starts, the bell pushes
forward with a tiny tilt, then lifts up and out to view the sights
of the city. They circle back toward your shoulder and if they
paid for a long ride (note), they go around again. They stop at
your shoulder to take on new riders below, or to let some off.
The more they paid, the bigger note value and the longer ride.
They may pay for several rides in a row, and not stop at all until
completely done. If a student tries to damp the bell over the
shoulder, I tell them they are dumping their people out. If they
damp with the mouth of the bell, not the lip, I say they are suf-

focating their people. They know what I mean, and laugh.”
Vivid concepts like flashlights and ice cream are easy to
relate to physically. Michèle Sharik offers another body imaging idea for the ringing stroke—using a “capital D” on its side
as the trajectory the bell will trace: “…the stroke is down and
forward to the moment of clapper strike—then up and back
around.” Valerie Stephenson suggests using a banana shape or
oval, rather than a circle, to describe the forward stroke and
return arc of the bell. Scott White uses a football image for
the ringing stroke, with the strike at the football’s tip. Kimly
Schlabach calls the chest area for damping “Tarzan” (named for
the iconic call and chest thumping of the famous jungle man):
“Bring your bell back to Tarzan damp.”

Becoming part of the music
Encourage your new ringer to consider their entire body as
part of this organic instrument—feet, legs, back, chest, shoulders, arms, hands, head—and the handbell as an extension of
themselves. Karen describes this process elegantly: “Breath on
the prep, ring close with the strike point in front of your heart,
and follow the sound to the audience with the bell, floating
upwards.”
Loosening up arms and reaching beyond a closed, comfortable body stance can be challenging for some ringers. If ringers
have trouble coordinating fluid arm motion for ringing (especially if they are trying to ring from above the strikepoint),
Kath has them pretend to pedal a bicycle forward with their
hands, and then reverse to backpedal. This motion can help
them physically experience the stretch, strike, and return of
ringing.
“Stretch to the top of your music scores” and “reach for the
string across the top of your music” are common sayings to
encourage longer ringing strokes as well as keeping the bells at
chest level or above. Michèle suggests using your hand as the
target, either with or without a bell in the ringer’s hand, to
practice a gentle punch or strike. Kath uses a bandana unfurled
in front of a ringer, like a target, to encourage stretching out to
tap the cloth at the strikepoint.
Ringers should understand early on that they can control
the quality of the sound by adjusting the energy and quality of
their ringing stroke. Kimberly Strepka encourages teaching a
variety of responses to the ringing stroke early on, depending
on the requirements of the music—a gliding stroke for soft,
smooth lyric passages, or a dabbing stroke for soft, staccato
music. A punching stroke produces a loud staccato sound while
a pressing stroke produces a loud sustained sound. There are
many advantages to teaching this adaptive ringing from the
start, as it directly connects the ringer to the character of the
music he is striving to create. Another benefit is that the resulting visual aspect of physical ringing enhances the audience’s
connection with the music as well.
A wide choice of clear, memorable, ringer-specific directions,
coupled with good modeling by the teacher, encourages all your
new ringers to embrace the joy of ringing handbells. To that
end, we would do well to adopt the proverb: “Teach your ringers well in the way they should ring, and they will not depart
from it.”
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Jeffers Handbell Supply’s exhibits at Handbell Musicians of America events feature everything from gloves to mallets, sheet music, recordings, gifts, apparel, and more. Photo by J.R. Smith

Four Decades and Still Growing
Jeffers Handbell Supply, the largest retailer of
handbell merchandise, turns 40
If you have attended a national or area event any time in the last few
decades—and you don’t live under a rock—then you have more than
likely noticed a veritable “superstore” of handbell-related merchandise
covering a rather large space in the Handbell Industry Council’s exhibit
areas. And you may very well have purchased anything from gloves to
mallets, sheet music to recordings, even T-shirts, greeting cards, polish,
and jewelry. That handbell superstore is Jeffers Handbell Supply, a company that started in its founder Jim Jeffers’ laundry room 40 years ago.
by J.R. Smith
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Jim Jeffers was first introduced to handbells in 1975, when he worked as a representative for a
number of manufacturers specializing in church-related merchandise, including stained glass windows,
pews, steeples, and carpeting. One of the companies he represented was The Verdin Company, a carillon and tower bell manufacturer in Cincinnati, Ohio. Jake Malta, founder of Malmark Bellcraftsmen,
approached the company about representing Malmark handbells, and Jim began to sell those as well.
The idea for a new company sprang to mind when he realized other merchandise was needed by those
who purchased handbells. Jim’s son Tom Jeffers, now president of the company, said, “After he sold a
few sets, he was asked, ‘now where do I get everything for them.’ So he looked around and discovered
they got polish from the motorcycle shop and gloves from the formal shop and notebook stands from

the office supply shop, and polishing cloths from a jeweler,
that sort of thing. So, he said, ‘there’s an opportunity here for a
business to support handbells.’”
As a representative for the large-ticket items, such as tower
bells, stained glass, etc., Jim traveled from church to church. He
realized it was not cost effective selling accessories for handbells
in the same manner. He decided that mail order was best for
such merchandise, and he asked his children, Philip (age 13),
Tom (12), and Pam (10), if they would be willing to do the
job of taking care of customers. Tom said, “We started in the
laundry room of our house in 1975, with two shelves.”
The family’s garage, Tom said, had been converted into office
space for Jim’s current business, Jeffers and Associates, so the
only space for starting the new handbell products business was
in the laundry room. He said, “So we started with $500 and
bought product, and another $250 that fall to buy more stuff.
And by February 1976, we had split off from his company and
incorporated as Jeffers Handbell Supply.”
Jim became the first president of the company, a position
he held for roughly ten minutes. According to Tom, “due to
lawyers not understanding what the intent was, Jim was the
first president and he was fired after about 10 minutes, because Connie (Jim’s wife) was going to be the president of the
company.” Jim and each of the three children were to hold 25%
shares of the company, while Connie, because of state law, did
not own stock but was to be guardian over the children’s shares.
So, she was made the company’s president. Tom continued,
“The intent was to make it something that we had stake in and
would be more involved with, and it worked.”

The company grows
In the first years, the children ran the company from the
laundry room and used some of Jim’s own office space in the
garage for packing boxes and keeping records. It was a space
they quickly outgrew. Tom said, “In about 1979, we moved
from the garage into a house that had been converted into office space. And we enclosed the carport—so the carport became
our first warehouse.” At that time, since they had more space,
they started stocking items such as foam and larger equipment.
In 1980 they built their first warehouse, and two years later,
they expanded to have some office space and moved from the
house to the site that now holds their office buildings.
Until the early 1980s, they had been exhibiting at events
and had partnered with the Rod Davis Music Company. Jeffers
would bring supplies and equipment, and Davis would bring
sheet music. In 1981, Jeffers started its own retail sheet music
division, and in 1987, they began publishing music as well. They
started the Jeffers Handbell Supply music publishing catalog with
Harold Haddox as their first editor. They then purchased Fred
Merritt’s catalog and, in 1988, started its cooperative marketing
mailings for other publishers, beginning with Beckenhorst and
Lorenz. Jeffers now sends co-op mailings for many handbell publishers and acts as the distributor for a number of them.
Since moving to its present location in 1980, the building
has been added to a total of eight times. It now houses the
company’s warehouse, fulfillment operation, handbell service,
customer support call center, and store. They added another

Top photo: Jim and Connie Jeffers. Bottom photo: Jim Jeffers works
the booth at an event. Photos courtesy of Jeffers Handbell Supply.

building on the same land in 2007 that is primarily finance
offices, the creative department, website development, and its
sewing operation, Custom Covers.

Family business
While the children in the Jeffers family have always had a
stake in the business and worked to grow the company, they
did not all necessarily see themselves working in the business
as a career. They came and went over the years as they pursued
other interests. The oldest, Philip, served in the air force for
three and a half years, and Tom served eight years in the navy.
The youngest, Pam, studied for a career working with horses
until a riding accident made that no longer a possibility. While
she was recovering from the accident, she would go to the company’s office and help answer phones. Eventually she took on
other roles and decided to stay. Always working the phones and
performing day-to-day tasks, she eventually took over the sewing operation, Custom Covers, when the company purchased it
from Norris.
Tom actually returned to the company by way of his wife,
Jill. They had been living in Virginia while Tom was in the
navy, and when he left, he was looking for something in the
computer field. Jill was expecting their second child, and Jim and
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Connie wanted them to come back to South Carolina. He hired
Jill as his administrative assistant and they moved back. Tom
said, “Basically they bribed us to move back here, and I was going to find something other than working at the company. It was
just temporary until I found a job doing computers or something
else.” Having a family to support, Tom returned to the company doing anything that was needed while he looked for work
elsewhere. He did begin working in computers, but not outside
the company. Tom said, “In the late ’80s, we had upgraded to an
accounting software package that was running on a single computer...and when I came back to the company, one of the things
I found was that I was able to understand what was going on and

companies like Hal Leonard to bring the Shawnee Press catalog
back into existence after it had gone into a non-available status
for most of its titles. He added, “We work with other companies to just try to improve what we can provide to the companies and what we can make available.”
Asked about what the future holds, Tom replied, “We’re
always looking for opportunities to change and to grow. One
of the things that we’ve been working on for the last two years
is getting more adept at being able to personalize and customize products for customers. Because society is changing, people
want what they want, not what you say they can have. And
we’re aware of that. We’re working on being able to have sheet
music digitally delivered, and we’ve got a couple of different options available there.”
The biggest opportunity for growth, Tom said, is in schools.
He said, “[It’s about] bringing the instruments into the schools
as an early educational tool, not just teaching them handbells,
but teaching them music. We’ve taken the Kids Play bells into
day care facilities here locally, and three- and four-year-olds just
love it. They can do a 20 or 30 minute activity making music,
and then they can pack it away and go on to the next class,
and they’re not having to learn all the finer points of ringing
the bell. The bells give them the ability to make music instantly. You don’t have to learn the fingerings on a recorder, for
instance. Bells just allow you to be instantly musical, whether
you’re three years old or 83.”

Jeffers’ Success
Members of The Raleigh Ringers play on a float sponsored by Jeffers
Handbell Supply in the Columbia, South Carolina, Christmas parade
in the mid 90s. Photo courtesy of Jeffers.

then leverage that so that Jim and Connie allowed me to pursue
expanding our computer systems...so I discovered that I had an
affinity for computers that allowed me to advance where we were
technologically in the company.”
Now president of the company, Tom was asked if there was
a time when it became clear that this would be his permanent
career. He responded, “It’s one of those things where you
don’t consciously choose to do what you did; it just happened.
In ’96, there was an opportunity for me to leave and go do
computer systems somewhere else, and that is the point where I
decided, no...I’m a valuable contributor to [the company], so I
stayed. In ’98, when Jim decided he was retiring, that’s probably the final piece of the puzzle that made me commit to being
here forever. When Jim retired, somebody needed to take over
the marketing aspects of the company...and definitely, when
Connie retired, I was stuck.”

Present and future
In recent years, Jeffers has expanded its business by purchasing a number of existing publishers’ catalogs and entering into
distribution agreements with others. Tom said, “We continue
to grow the publishing side of the company by distributing
for other publishers and by buying small publishers. Primarily, when the owners of small publishers want to retire, we’re
able to help them out by buying their catalog and keeping
that handbell music in print.” He said they are working with
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Jeffers Handbell Supply owes its success to many factors. But
according to Tom, “The biggest thing that makes us successful
is that we are not just a corporation. We started out as family,
we were going to the shows with a box of product and setting
up a table in the gym while they were ringing handbells.” He
said they have experienced their biggest growth by traveling,
attending events, and meeting the people. He said, “Our first
employee was hired in 1979 or 1980, and since then we just
keep adding employees. But we don’t think of them necessarily
as employees, they’re part of the family. And as with any family,
you’ve got good days and bad days, you’ve got relationships that
work out great and then you might have tension, but we’re all
pretty much family here.”
One of the things they ask of their employees is to be willing to
travel three or four times a year to different events. “That way,” he
said, “we get to know all of the customers. All of us know who our
customers are. And our customers get to know a lot of who we are.
Not just Pam and Jill and I...but they get to know all of the people
down to the people packing their packages or sewing at Custom
Covers or maybe answering phones in the call center.”
While Philip now works elsewhere, he remains on the board.
Tom is currently president, and Pam has taken over as vicepresident. So far, one of Tom and Jill’s sons, Matthew, is on a
similar path with the company.
Finally, Tom remarked, “Pam and I have been doing this
for 40 years plus, so there are people who have seen us literally
grow up from the ages of 10 and 12 to where we are now, and
the flip side is, I have seen people grow up in that time frame
and see them make music, and that’s pretty special too.”
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It’s All in Your Head
The Advantages of Mental Practice
by Michèle Sharik

Michèle Sharik rings
professionally with Sonos
Handbell Ensemble, is the
founding artistic director of Timbré, and is an
internationally-renowned
handbell soloist, conductor,
and teacher. She completed
a bachelor of arts degree in
visual and performing arts
in 2012 from Cal State San
Marcos and is now working
on a graduate certificate in
performing arts medicine
from Shenandoah University. Michèle is adjunct
professor of handbells at
Azusa Pacific University,
master teacher of handbell
techniques for the certification program of Handbell
Musicians of America, and
chair of Area 12.
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I think it’s fair to say that the vast majority of
us do not own a set of bells to practice with anytime we want. For most of us, the weekly group
rehearsal is the only time we actually have bells
in our hands. And yet, many directors encourage
ringers to learn and practice their music at home,
so that rehearsal time can be used on musicality
and ensemble rather than learning notes. How
can we do that without bells at home?
Some people have had success with using
ordinary household items as substitutes for bells
and chimes. Items such as spoons, ladles, salad
dressing bottles, etc., can really help get the
muscle memory down, and research in brain science shows that this is an effective way to practice
physical skills. But you can make it a whole lot
more effective by combining this with a technique
called mental practice.
According to Van Meer & Theunissen, mental
practice (often abbreviated as MP) is the technique of creating a mental representation of a
physical action in order to improve the performance of that action. In 1983, D.L. Feltz and
D.M. Landers published a comprehensive review
of existing literature on this subject in the Journal
of Sport Psychology. They analyzed the findings
of over 100 studies from the 1930s through the
early 1980s in order to evaluate whether mental practice of a motor skill improves physical
performance. Their analysis showed that mental
practice does indeed improve performance. Since
then, many more studies have been conducted
to examine the particular effectiveness of various
methods of mental practice. A study conducted in
2009 by M. Freymuth concluded that, while MP
alone is not as effective as physical practice (PP),
the combination of the two is more effective than
either method alone.
So, how do we incorporate MP into our practice routine? Well, as performance psychologist
Noa Kageyama says, “[T]here are two important
keys to keep in mind when engaging in mental
rehearsal—that it be systematic and vivid. In
other words, mental practice is not the same as
daydreaming…To be effective, it must be struc-

In general, the experts agree that
the best way to do mental practice
is to combine the three primary
learning styles (aural, visual,
and kinesthetic) into a multi-step
process
tured just as actual practice, with self-evaluation,
problem solving, and correction of mistakes.”
Diana Allan cautions us that “mental rehearsal or
visualization is not only about seeing your ideal
practice or performance in your mind. The most
effective mental rehearsal is all about experiencing
your ideal practice and performance as vividly as
possible using all of your senses.”
In general, the experts agree that the best way
to do MP is to combine the three primary learning styles (aural, visual, and kinesthetic) into a
multi-step process:
Relax. Calm yourself. Find a distraction-free
space (or with as few distractions as possible).
Turn off or silence your electronic devices so you
won’t be interrupted. Take a few deep breaths
and concentrate on filling your body with air and
releasing it again.
If one is available, listen to a recording of the
music while reading your music. Imagine yourself
playing your part accurately and confidently.
Silently read through your music, again imagining yourself playing your part accurately and
confidently. You should imagine yourself performing both in first-person perspective (that is, from
your own perspective as performer), as well as in
third-person perspective (as if you were in the
audience watching).
Alternate between short sessions of physically
playing your part (using whatever tools are at
your disposal, whether it be bells or spoons) and
mentally practicing your part. This gives your

body some rest, to help avoid overuse injuries, while keeping the brain actively engaged in practicing. I suggest you also
alternate between playing along with a recording and doing it
in silence. During your physical practice sessions, I also recommend either video recording yourself (and watching it later)
or practicing in front of a mirror. This will help to align your
mental imagery with your real-life actions.
After completing the above steps, write a few words or
statements of encouragement. Believe it or not, this is a really
important step. Self-praise is something we all need more of;
we tend to criticize ourselves more than others criticize us. It
can be something as simple as the “Daily Affirmation” used by
Stuart Smalley on Saturday Night Live (“I’m good enough, I’m
smart enough, and doggone it, people like me!”) or something
biblical, like Philippians 4:13 (“I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me”). The important thing is that it be
meaningful to you.
Using mental practice, I have been able to learn my parts in
ever-shorter periods of time, and the more I do it, the easier it
gets to practice almost anywhere. I practice in the plane, in the
car (but not while driving!), while cooking, or anytime I have a
few moments to myself. I hope you will find these strategies as
helpful as I have.

Connect with
Handbell Musicians
of America

Like us on Facebook
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Handbells In Worship...
Continued from page 17

MICHAEL: Our repertoire has skewed a little toward pieces
that the youth enjoy—rhythmically interesting pieces that have
lots of malleting and/or techniques.

Is this a positive experience that you plan to
continue?
BJ: We plan to continue to fill as many positions as possible
in any way possible to have a complete choir!
WENDY: Absolutely. I pretty much take all comers and
work with any special needs they might have. I teach those that
need music knowledge. I’ve been open to high schoolers and
even junior high kids who know music and understand they are
working with a group of adults.
MICHAEL: Yes, our goal is to start our ringers off as children and bring them up through the choirs until they are adult
ringers.
STEVE: Yes, ringing with my daughter has been very positive, and we plan to continue with the group for at least another
year, when she graduates.
JENNIFER: Absolutely!
CATHY: Absolutely!

Watch us on YouTube

www.youtube.com/Handb
ellMusicians
www.youtube.com/ageh
rexec

Any other comments?
HEATHER I truly enjoy ringing with my children, and
watching them grow as ringers, Christians, and humans.
JENNIFER: The interaction between the different generations during rehearsals is the best part. The kids can entertain the
adults (sometimes the adults entertain the kids) but the kids also
learn from adults. Without this choir, they would most likely
never have gotten to know each other well.

Follow us on Twitter
llmusic
www.twitter.com/handbe

To scan the smart phone tags, get the
free app at http://gettag.mobi
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July 12-16, 2016

National Seminar heads east in 2016. Join us in Rochester, New York, July 1216, for our annual event for ALL handbell musicians. Participate in educational
and engaging classes; enjoy performances by some of our best choirs,
ensembles, and soloists; browse and shop through exhibit booths from handbell
publishers, retailers, manufacturers, and more; meet and network with fellow
handbell musicians and develop life-long friendships with those that share your
enthusiasm and passion for our art.

seminar.HandbellMusicians.org
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CLASSES

Classes at National Seminar cover all aspects of handbell musicianship: Techniques for treble to bass, solo to
ensemble; beginning to advanced conducting; handbells in worship, education, and special needs populations;
musicality, percussion, and rhythm; managing and building a handbell program; and so much more. Review all
the options below and make your selection before you begin the registration process. Detailed descriptions of
each option are available on our website.
Handbell Musician Certification
Arranging and Composing 2
(Level 3)
Conducting 2
Conducting 3
Handbell Techniques 2
Handbell Techniques 3
Handbells in Education
Handbells in Worship
Handbells with Special Needs
Populations
Music Theory 1 - Test Only
Music Theory 2 - Test Only
Music Theory 3
Composing/Arranging
Arranging for Other Instruments
with Handbells
Director Development
Conducting Basics
Directors Do Too Much
Help! My New Handbell Ringers
Can’t Read Music
Integrating New Ringers
Put Down That Bell
Fun and Games
Folk Dancing, for Fun, Community
(and learning)
Speed Stacking
Handbell Techniques
Artful Articulations: Beyond Ringing
and Damping
The BASSics
Effective Handbell Weaving
A Fresh Approach to Performing
with Rhythmic Integrity
Handbell Techniques 101
High Bell Techniques
Moving Beyond the BASSics
Percussion 101
Traveling 4-in-hand: Blocking
Strategies
Traveling 4-in-hand: Fundamentals
We Damp Through the Air with the
Greatest of Ease
Weaving at the Speed of Sound
When Left is Right
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Handbells in Worship
Handbells in Modern Worship?
Adapting to a New Paradigm
Maintenance
Malmark Maintenance
Schulmerich Maintenance
Whitechapel Maintenance
Musicality
Manipulating the Information
Moving Right Along
Music in Motion
On Being a Creative Artist and the
Composer’s Advocate
Ringing More Musically
What’s My Line?
Musicianship
Leave the Spoons in the Drawer
The Seven Habits of Highly Effective
Handbell Musicians
Presentation
Between the Music
Concert Theming: Planning Events,
Not Just Concerts
The Great Christmas Ringing - Mass
Ringing without the Fuss
Program Development
Behind the Scenes
Building Skills for Level 3 Music
Building Skills for Level 4 & 5 Music
Earn Your Black Belt in Handbells
Small Hands, Big Fun
The Intangibles of Ringing:
Personalities, Leadership and All
That Jazz
Repertoire
Betty Garee: A Life in Music
Unpublished Music Reading Session
Round Tables
Certification Overview
Increasing Community Awareness
The Bell Squad
Solo/Ensemble/Bell Trees
Beginning Solo (Bell Hog Basics)
Intermediate Solo (Eliminating the
Speed Bumps)

Advanced Solo (Make it Look Easy)
Solo Master Class
Beginning Ensemble
Assigning for Ensemble
Bell Trees: In the Beginning
Bell Tree Keyboard 1
Bell Tree Keyboard 2
Bell Trees in Worship, Concert,
School

Clinicians will include
Lee Afdahl
Christine Anderson
Greig Ashurst
Kathy Aspenwall
Brenda Austin
John Behnke
Ron Bellamy
Stevie Berryman
Kathy Briggs
Barbara Brocker
Beth Davidson
Kathy Ebling-Shaw
Michael Glasgow
Sue Graves
P.L. Grove
Christian Guebert
Nick Hanson
Neesa Hart
Michael Joy
Beth Judd
Kermit Junkert
Karen Leonard
Blanche Marie Lewis
Bill Mathis
Carolynne Mathis
Renoka McCracken
Barbara Meinke
Daniel Moore
Ed Rollins
Sharon Schmidt
Michele Sharik
Sondra Tucker
Janet Van Valey

TRACKS & All- Star Choir

These options involve cumulative learning over multiple class sessions. Participants should plan to attend all
sessions included in the track. When registering, please make sure you select the track option you choose in each
session it is offered. You are not required to take a track, but if you do, you must attend all sessions of that track.
Advanced Ringing with Michael Glasgow

Using advanced repertoire and focusing on making music come alive, Michael J.
Glasgow leads ringers through a vast array of music ranging from “light” to “weighty.”
The “lighter” pieces offer opportunities for expressive nuance; and the “heavier”
pieces demand precise, rhythmic ringing. This “full-spectrum” concept was inspired by
Maestro David Davidson and is dedicated to his memory.

Performing with Passion – Intermediate Ringing with
Stevie Berryman

Mastering the mechanics of ringing is great, but that’s only a small part of a magical
performance. Stop trying to impress your audience, and learn how to enchant them
instead! Working through repertoire appropriate for school, worship, or concert, ringers
will learn how to identify those elements that make each piece memorable, and then how
to make them pop. This track will definitely pull you out of your ringing comfort zone, so
come ready to laugh as much as you learn.

Blast from the Past – Intermediate Ringing with Christine Anderson
Handbell arrangements from the past have been forgotten as newer pieces come
along. Blast into the past to enjoy ringing some of the best music from days gone by
in a fun and relaxed environment.

Handbell Directors Boot Camp with Bill and Carolynne Mathis

Designed for anyone who wants a lot of information about leading a handbell
program, this class is a track of five sessions providing a look at handbell pedagogy –
how to teach and inspire your ringers to the best they can be. Topics include rehearsal
techniques, choosing repertoire, working with different levels, ringing musically and
becoming more musical, and more.

Master Class in Massed Ringing Conducting with Beth Judd

Six participants (selected in advance) will conduct in a master class setting designed to
improve skills and techniques required for conducting massed ringing. This five-session
track will include three sessions of conducting, one lecture session, and one review
and additional instruction session. Those who wish to participate as a conductor must
complete a conducting application and submit a video for consideration. Others are
welcome and encouraged to observe all sessions.

All-Star Choir with Kathleen Ebling Shaw

Selected participants will rehearse advanced music and perform that music in a
public concert the final day of National Seminar. Those who wish to participate must
audition on Tuesday, July 12, and must attend all rehearsals if selected. One choir will
be created from those selected at auditions. When registering for the event, those
planning to audition should select a class for the planned All-Star rehearsal sessions in
the event that they are not selected.
NOTE: Those accepted in the All Star Choir and those participants in tracks with listed repertoire are expected to purchase
and prepare music in advance of the event. Track participants will be given a ringing assignment in May 2016. See website
for track and All-Star Choir repertoire.

seminar.HandbellMusicians.org
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D I S T I N C T LY T E E N
Distinctly Teen is designed for individual young ringers (8th-12th grade) who wish to stretch their ringing skills and
challenge their musicianship. Participants will spend 2 ½ days working on intermediate to advanced repertoire and
developing skills in handbell technique and general musicianship under the leadership of Margi Zearley. The event
schedule will combine dedicated rehearsal time for Distinctly Teen with the opportunity to attend classes offered as
part of the Handbell Musicians of America National Seminar. Plus, attendees who register by March 15 will get to help
choose a pop tune that will be specially arranged for the Distinctly Teen ensemble by arranger Nick Hanson.
Margi Zearley has ringing experience with groups from elementary
age through senior citizens and has done solo/ensemble ringing. Margi
received her BS in music education from Pennsylvania State University
and her MM in choral conducting from the University of Arizona. She has
three levels of Orff certification, and her teaching experience includes
K–12, general music, strings, and choral education in Maryland and
Arizona.
She founded and served as artistic director of Sonoran Bells, a
community handbell ensemble in Tucson, Arizona. She has completed
coursework at Concordia Lutheran Wisconsin School of Music and
participated in Handbell Musicians of America Master Class with Dr.
William Payn. She has participated in Distinctly Bronze East and West and
toured Italy with Bells in Motion. She received the O.M. Hartsell award
for Excellence in Music Education from the Arizona Music Educators
Association and has served as festival planner/organizer, workshop
clinician, and conductor for local, area, and national events for AGO,
AMEA, and Handbell Musicians of America. Currently, Margi teaches
general music in the Marana School District.

Full Details, including Repertoire, Schedules, and
Registration are available at

seminar.HandbellMusicians.org
Student Conductor Program
Are you interested in pursuing music and handbells beyond
high school? Would you like to conduct one of the pieces
played by the Distinctly Teen ensemble in the concert at
National Seminar in Rochester? If you plan to study music
in college and want to be considered for this opportunity,
simply indicate so on your event registration. Those
who register and express interest by March 1 will be sent
application and audition materials. Candidates will be asked
to complete a questionnaire, provide two references, and
record a video audition. The student selected will work with
Margi Zearley to prepare “Toccata on King’s Weston” (see
repertoire details below) for the event where they will lead
rehearsals of that piece and conduct it in the final concert.
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V E N U E & LO D G I N G

Event activities for National Seminar 2016 will be shared between the Rochester Riverside Convention
Center (RRCC) and the Hyatt Regency Rochester. The convention center will host our HIC Exhibits, concert
performances, registration, and most classes. The remaining classes, Distinctly Teen, and All Star choir will be
hosted at the Hyatt Regency which is also our official hotel.
Convention Center Highlights
•

Located in the heart of downtown Rochester on the banks for the Genesee River

•

Connected to Hyatt Regency via sky
bridge

•

Ample garage parking available and accessible via enclosed walkways

Hotel Highlights
•

Scene on Main in-house restaurant and a
24-hour Grab and Go kiosk for sandwiches
and snacks

•

Complimentary in-room wireless internet
access

•

Complimentary hotel shuttle service to and
from airport, train station, and bus stations

•

Glass-enclosed indoor pool and whirlpool
with skylight and outdoor sundeck

•

24-hour Hyatt StayFit gym

•

Business Center

•

Onsite Laundry and Drycleaning

•

Valet or adjacent garage parking

•

Jogging and walking paths along the
nearby Genesee River

•

Within walking distance to numerous offsite dining options in downtown Rochester

We have secured special rates for
attendees of National Seminar 2016
Single/Double
Standard
One Bedroom
Suite

$133/night plus tax (14%)
$299/night plus tax (14%)

Your room is your refuge from the world outside.
Here, you’re free to unwind while you prep for the
day ahead or gaze out over Rochester while enjoying
every afforded comfort. Choose from hotel rooms
that speak to your own personal style, whether you
want to relax in our most spacious room or get right
down to business. Hyatt Regency Rochester offers
the perfect range of lodging options to cater to your
ideal escape, accommodations that are all about you.

To receive the group rate, make your reservations by
following this link https://resweb.passkey.com/go/
Handbell2016. You may also call 1-888-421-1442 and ask
for rooms in the Handbell Musicians of America block.
To ensure the event rate, please make your
reservations before June 12, 2016.

All rates include in-room Internet access. Rates will be offered three days before and three days after the event dates,
based on availability. There is an additional charge of $20 per person per night for each guest over two in a room.
HOTEL SURCHARGE: To ensure that we are able to meet the room block required by the Hyatt Regency Rochester, registrants who opt for alternate lodging are
required to pay an additional surcharge of $150.00. This surcharge does not apply to registrants with a home address within a 60-mile radius of the event site.
Lodging requirements will be confirmed using a rooming list of reservations provided by the Hyatt Regency.
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PERFORMANCES

Back Bay Ringers

Christine Anderson

Philadelphia Handbell Ensemble

Barbara Brocker and Friends

Forte

Three Rivers Ringers

Find Complete Concert
Schedule at

seminar.HandbellMusicians.org
Westminster Ringers
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HANDBELL INDUSTRY
COUNCIL
The Handbell Industry Council (HIC) represents
handbell manufacturers, retailers, publishers, and
other companies that support handbell musicians.
HIC coordinates vendor exhibits during the event
which offer attendees the opportunity to browse
and purchase products and services for their
handbell program. In addition, HIC schedules
Showcase sessions where individual businesses
offer 75-minute informative presentations,
reading sessions, and mini-concerts featuring their
products and publications.
New at National Seminar 2016 is the HIC Open
House Extravaganza on Thursday night. Join HIC
for a fun evening filled with games, activities, food,
and prizes.

R E G I S T R AT I O N
Pre-Registrants

Event registration will open for you at 10:00 AM EST on Monday, February 1, 2016.
At that time you will be able to register for the event and select your classes.

General Registration

General registration will open Monday, February 15, 2016, at 10:00 AM EST.

Full event registration includes

Registration Fees

• All Concerts
• Welcome Reception
• Opening Banquet
• Closing Reception

Before May 15

After May 15

Full

$400

$475

Daily

$150/day*

$180/day*

*no meals provided with daily registrations

• Classes and Tracks
• Downloadable Class Notes
• Access to HIC Exhibits
• Access to our Mobile Event App
• Registrant Packet with all
Associated Materials

Find Complete Registration
Information and Policies at

seminar.HandbellMusicians.org

handbell musicians ROUNDTABLE
Coordinated by Stephanie Wiltse

Handbell Music that Changed You

Is there a piece of handbell music that changed your life? Is there a composition that made you realize what handbells can do, or a piece that brought about an “aha!” moment as you were teaching a particular concept? Or was it a
piece that taught you something that you still remember?
DOUG BENTON - Gold Canyon,

Arizona; Director of Music Ministries/Director of Canyon Carillon at
Gold Canyon United Methodist
Church

Mine was Donald E. Allured’s “O Holy
Night” five-octave version from National Music. Looking at
it, it should have sounded awful, as it appeared to change
key almost randomly and for no particular reason. But when
played, I heard true genius, and there is not a note in the
entire work that could be changed without diminishing the
effect of this piece. I was so impressed with it, I orchestrated
it for Don (also published by National Music).

STEVIE BERRYMAN - Spring,

Texas; Handbell and Children’s
Music Director at Kinsmen Lutheran
Church/Artistic Director of Houston
Chamber Ringers

I wish I had something more original
to talk about than Arnold Sherman’s “Grazioso.” But that
piece truly was a turning piece for me as a director and for
my choir as ringers. I had recently started directing the adult
bell choir at my home church, and after about six months I
felt I was ready to push them a bit and that they trusted me
enough to follow. We rang “Grazioso” for an evening Ash
Wednesday service. In our preparation, we talked about the
story that inspired the song and worked on expressing that
journey through our music. And during our performance,
something happened, and the music took over. I can’t explain
it, but I’m sure other musicians and directors recognize that
feeling when you suddenly realize that you are all just conduits
and that the music is expressing ideas to the audience that you
don’t even comprehend. I was shaking at the end of it, and several of my ringers had tears in their eyes. And that marked our
turning point together; we went from being a good church bell
choir to one of the best I have ever heard. It wasn’t gradual; it
happened in one performance.
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ROB MEYER - Ann Arbor, Michi-

gan; Music Director at First United
Methodist Church of Dearborn

The piece was “August Ninth Adagio
(Nimrod)” by Elgar/Chad Etzel. The
place was National Seminar, and we read
through the piece. I believe we were talking about musical
excellence and playing musically…Regardless, the first time
I heard/played this piece, I was completely blown away. I
wasn’t blown away by the technical skill needed to accomplish the piece or the grandeur of it; I was blown away by
how gorgeous bells could sound in a transcription of an orchestral piece of this nature. I’d heard all the “big” orchestral
transcriptions for bells and have always been amazed by them
as well. This piece requires patience and sustain (something
bells don’t naturally do); but it can be done…This piece
proved that to me. It showed me just how soft, intimate, and
expressive handbells can be. It developed and expanded my
expectation of just how far on the spectrum we can (and do)
take handbells.

PHILIP ROBERTS - Chicago,

Illinois; Handbell Editor for GIA
Publications, Inc.

It is “Aria for Handbells” by Dale Wood,
published by AGEHR in 1984 for three
or four octaves. I was first introduced
to handbells at a Fellowship of American Baptist Musicians
Conference in Green Lake, Wisconsin, in 1976, thinking
how beautiful and unique these instruments sounded. But,
it wasn’t until I heard this piece at a National Directors’
Seminar in the mid-1980s that I realized how moving and
musical handbells could be. The thin texture of the tune “Via
Dolorosa” was brought to life with such simplicity and subtle
delicacy. That’s when I discovered that handbells, in the
hands of skilled musicians, had the ability to convey expressive musical thoughts in the same manner as other traditional
musical instruments such as piano, violin, etc. I realized, at
that point, I wanted to pursue this art form and explore the
possibilities I knew were ahead.

JENNIFER VANGOLEN - Seattle,
Washington; Ringer with Bells of
the Sound

Gosh—picking just one is hard! Several
come to mind, but as far as your subject
goes, the most appropriate would be
Hart Morris’s “Uncommon Adoration.” It’s been a favorite of
Bells of the Sound’s as long as I’ve known about the group,
and it was one of the first pieces I had to step in on as a sub
in rehearsal. Coming from my church group, I’d never seen
fancy meters like 5/4 and 10/8 and, needless to say, I had no
idea how to ring my part. Fortunately, Bells of the Sound was
kind enough to look past that shortcoming, and when the
piece came back up in our rotation a year later and I finally
figured out how to count those measures, I was quite proud
of how far I had come!

SONDRA TUCKER - Memphis,
Tennessee; Pyramid Ringers

Sandra Eithun’s “Savior of the Nations
Come” displays so many timbal colors
with use of the Petit and Fritsen bells,
chimes, orchestra chimes, and percussion.
Sandy took that tiny four-phrase chorale and made a masterpiece out of it. It is transportive. I wish I had written it!

JULIE VAQUILAR - San Francisco,
California; Ringer with San Francisco State University Handbell
Choir

“Prelude on Herzliebster Jesu” arranged by
Fred Gramann. The piece is described as a
foretelling of Christ’s resurrection. In preparing to perform the
piece, I interpreted the composition to be similar to a broad
medieval or Renaissance painting depicting the crucifixion of
Christ and the activity surrounding it. The opening change
ring calls for the gathering of people. The Kedron portion
announces what is happening and what people are seeing. The
Herzliebster Jesu part questions why Christ is being made to
suffer. It ends with dramatic chords akin to nails being hammered into the cross. Performing the piece with this story in
mind became a deeply emotional musical experience for me.
Handbells could convey something beyond the music.

STEPHANIE WILTSE - Grand

Rapids, Michigan; Music Director of
Embellish

One song that changed my life is Arnold
Sherman’s “Canticle.” One Christmas, my
husband gave me the Raleigh Ringers’ first
CD. The first track on the CD was “Canticle,” and I felt as if
my senses were immediately expanded as to what handbells
could sound like. This was around the time a few of us had
begun toying with the idea of forming a community handbell
ensemble, and Raleigh Ringers became a major source of inspiration for us! I’m happy to say, Embellish has celebrated our
20th anniversary and are still going strong.

KATHLEEN WISSINGER - McGa-

heysville, Virginia; Handbell Teacher
for 4th-8th grade, MOSAIC Handbell
Ensemble, Director of Spectrum
Youth Handbells at Massanutten
Presbyterian Church

Naming a “favorite piece” is like choosing your favorite
student when you have so many! But one that I truly love
is “Ballade” by Arnold Sherman. I learned it at my first
National Seminar in Janet Van Valey’s intermediate ringing
track. To me, it is what handbell music aspires to—natural,
emotional, beautifully-crafted, and well-orchestrated, a little
like the Schindler’s List theme but more upbeat. It’s also a fine
teaching piece for phrasing and rubato, mallets, 16ths, you
name it! And it’s a great piece for composers to study form
and theme development. All of my advanced groups (including the one my son was in for many years) have played it.
Audiences and festival ringers love it. David Davidson often
described how music changes the molecular structure of the
air in a room, and I have experienced that miracle a few
precious times as a director. My intermediate track ringers at
Massanetta Spring’s Summer Music Conference were playing
Sondra Tucker’s “Mountains Springs” one last time before the
final concert when it happened. In a low-ceilinged, cramped
rehearsal space, about 50 sweaty ringers produced that rare
magic moment of perfection—and the air literally shimmered
throughout the room. It’s one of my fondest memories.

classified ADS

Editor’s Note: Opinions in the Handbell Musicians Roundtable
are those of the participants and do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of Handbell Musicians of America, its staff, or its board of
directors.

WHITECHAPEL HANDBELL REPAIR Once again
there is a place for stateside repair and refurbishment of Whitechapel English Handbells. New technicians trained at Aten English Handbell Repair. We
pride ourselves in quality work and rapid turnaround
for all orders. Call Jared at 231-347-4540 or email at
jturma@hotmail.com.
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events CALENDAR
GUILD SPONSORED and ENDORSED EVENTS

To be listed (space permitting), all event forms must be received in the national office at least
six to twelve months in advance. The events listed below are approved Handbell Musicians of
America sponsored and endorsed events. This listing, along with website and email contact
information, is also available on our website at www.HandbellMusicians.org.
DATE

AREA

EVENT

LOCATION

Scan the tag with any QR code
reader to view our Event Calendar on your mobile device.
CLINICIAN

CONTACT

1/22-23, '16

4

LowCountry Handbell Workshop

Mt Pleasant,SC

David Harris

Caroline McKinney,
843-881-6876

1/29-30, '16

1

Area 1 Winter Workshop

Amherst,MA

Jason Krug

Jane Nolan, 860-464-2873

1/30, '16

7

Mid-Winter Workshop with Timothy Waugh and
Twin Cities Bronze

Shoreview,MN

Tim Waugh and Twin Cities Bronze

Amy Maakestad, 651-225-9598

2/5-6, '16

10

Snake River Handbell Conference

Nampa,ID

Kevin McChesney

Phyllis Tincher, 208-989-2811

2/5-6, '16

7

Anthornis CENTRAL for Advance(ing) Ringers

Plymouth,MN

Michael Helman

Alanna Teragawa, 612-819-5778

2/5-6, '16

6

Tennessee Valley Handell Association Festival

Huntsville,AL

Andrew Duncan

Shane Kennedy, 256-489-7486

2/12-13, '16

4

8th Annual FLorida State Handbell Festival

Tarpon Springs,FL

Cathy Moklebust

Lynne Homan, 727-784-8709

2/13, '16

9

Greater Dallas Handbell Association 2016 Spring
Festival Intermediate Level

Dallas,TX

David Weck

Peggy Graff, 817-713-2628

2/20, '16

5

InspireRING 2016: A Youth Ringer Event

Chelsea,MI

Kyle Webber & April Murphy

April Murphy, 734-646-5038

2/20, '16

9

Greater Dallas Handbell Association 2016 Spring
Festival Advanced Level

Dallas,TX

David Weck

Peggy Graff, 817-713-2628

2/20-21, '16

5

Bronzefest 2016

Farmington Hills,MI

Fred Gramann

Amy Clark, 248-646-2460

2/26, '16

9

FebFest Friday

Houston,TX

Stephanie Rhoades

Margaret Bremer, 832-722-5200

2/27, '16

9

Feb Fest

Stafford,TX

Stephanie Rhoades

Margaret Bremer, 832-722-5200

2/27, '16

3

Capital Area Young Ringers Festival

Raleigh,NC

Nick Hanson

Ruth Brown, 919-610-1692

2/28, '16

8

Bell-a-bration 2016

St. Louis,MO

Board members

Rick Burk, 314-367-0900

3/4-5, '16

6

Central Alabama Handbell Festival 2016

Bessemer,AL

Stephanie Rhoades

Kelley Clegg Neal, 256-738-3979

3/4-5, '16

4

Georgia Spring Ring 2016

Johns Creek,GA

Hart Morris

Rhonda Freeman, 404-317-7141

3/4-5, '16

3

Bell Tower Ringers Handbell Festival

Salisbury,NC

David Harris

Kathy Sang, 704-636-1321

3/4-5, '16

6

River City Ring

Memphis,TN

Stephanie Wiltse

Sondra Tucker, 281-610-4422

3/5, '16

11

Northern Colorado Spring Ring

Loveland,CO

Michael Joy

Sue Hahn, 303-489-9485

3/5, '16

8

Ring in the Spring 2016

Leawood,KS

Tammy Waldrop, Janet Carter

Gwen Gepford, 913-284-9641

3/5, '16

6

North Alabama Young Ringers Festival

Florence,AL

Dan Lawhon

Shane Kennedy, 256-489-7486

3/11-12, '16

3

Ocean City Festival

Ocean City,MD

Tim Waugh, Linda Simms, David Weck

Debbie Henning, 410-848-5482

3/12, '16

11

2016 Utah Spring Ring

Herriman,UT

Amy Maakestad

Jane Wolfarth, 801-585-2786

3/12, '16

5

Lansing Area Ministry of Bells' Spring Ring (32nd
Annual)

Lansing,MI

Rob Meyer

Lorraine Finison, 517-321-3221

4/1-2, '16

3

Hampton Festival

Hampton,VA

Larry Henning, Mark Gourley

Debbie Henning, 410-848-5482

4/1-2, '16

11

Wyoming Spring Ring 2016

Casper,WY

Debbie Rice

Carolyn Deuel, 307-267-8606
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DATE

AREA

EVENT

LOCATION

CLINICIAN

CONTACT

4/2, '16

2

Nittany Valley Handbell Festival

State College,PA

Fred Gramann

Gail Ritchey, 814-234-1655

4/2, '16

10

Pacific NW Youth Handbell Festival

Portland,OR

Barbara Walsh, Ellie Hodder

Ellie Hodder, 503-730-9311

4/8-9, '16

10

Inland Northwest Handbell Workshop

Pullman,WA

Phyllis Tincher

Micki Mennet-Martin,
760-420-0802

4/8-9, '16

12

Bay Area Spring Ring & Intense Ring

Cupertino,CA

Barbara Meinke

Kathryn Arnold, 650-962-0375

4/8-9, '16

6

Knoxville Area Handbell Festival

Knoxville,TN

Michael Glasgow

Andrew Duncan, 865-804-4721

4/9, '16

1

Maine Spring Ring

Winthrop,ME

Peter Coulombe

Susan Evans, 508-472-6756

4/9, '16

7

Eau Claire Area Ring

Eau Claire,WI

Ryan Poquette, Gary Polden, Norma Lionberger

Norma Lionberger, 715-830-0806

4/15-16, '16

5

Area 5 Spring 2016 Festival/Conference

Dayton,OH

Kevin McChesney

Susan Oxley, 317-498-4293.

4/15-16, '16

3

Synergy

New Windsor,MD

Bill Payn

Debbie Henning, 410-848-5482

4/16, '16

12

2016 SoCal Spring Ring

Oceanside,CA

Alex Guebert

Michele Sharik

4/22-23, '16

3

Winston-Salem Festival

Winston-Salem,NC

Michael Glasgow, Kevin Turner

Debbie Henning, 410-848-5482

4/22, '16

1

Directors Workshop

W. Rutland,VT

Michael Joy

Patricia Pranger, 802-446-2066

4/23, '16

1

VT Spring Ring

W. Rutland,VT

Michael Joy

Patricia Pranger, 802-446-2066

4/29-30, '16

10

Siskiyou Summit Handbell Conference 2016

Ashland,OR

Cathy Moklebust

Diane Barnes, 541-708-0365

4/30, '16

3

JuBELLation

Mt. Airy,MD

Larry Henning

Debbie Henning, 410-848-5482

5/7, '16

8

JuBell-ee Handbell Festival

Rockford,IL

Lee Afdahl

Robert Wandell, 815-637-6963

6/9-12, '16

11

Area 11 Festival/Conference

Cheyenne,WY

Hart Morris, Timbre

Jeannine Holt, 719-439-7954

6/16-19, '16

12

Area 12 Festival Conference - 2016; "The Handbell
Hop"

Modesto,CA

Michael Glasgow, Kimberlee Strepka

Tessique Houston, 925-687-7159

6/22-25, '16

8

2016 Area 8 Festival/Conference Ring in the Land
of Lincoln

Springfield,IL

Michael Helman, Monica McGowan, Cathy
Moklebust

Patrick Gagnon, 641-373-2972

6/26-3, '16

9

Summit 2016

TX

Stephanie Rhoades

Ruth Seiwell, 979-236-4736

8/19-20, '16

3

Directors Seminar

Frederick,MD

Sandy Mullaney

Debbie Henning, 410-848-5482.

11/11-12, '16

3

discoveRING YOUTH

Chesapeake,VA

Margi Zearley

Debbie Henning, 410-848-5482

3/10-11, '17

5

Area 5 Spring 2017 Festival - Covington, KY

Covington,KY

David Weck

Susan Oxley, 317-498-4293

4/28-29, '17

5

Area 5 Spring 2017 Festival - Lansing, MI

Lansing,MI

David Weck

Susan Oxley, 317-498-4293

NATIONAL EVENTS
Jan 14-16, ‘16

College Ring-In

Wheaton, IL

National Office

937-438-0085

Mar 3-6, ‘16

Distinctly Bronze West

Welches, OR

National Office

937-438-0085

Jul 12-16, ‘16

National Seminar 2016

Rochester, NY

National Office

937-438-0085

Jul 14-16, ‘16

Distinctly Teen 2016

Rochester, NY

National Office

937-438-0085

7/26-30, ‘16

17th International Handbell Symposium

Vancouver, Canada

7/11-15, ‘17

National Seminar 2017

Anaheim, CA

National Office

937-438-0085

7/13-15, ‘17

Distinctly Teen 2017

Anaheim, CA

National Office

937-438-0085
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leadership DIRECTORY
Regional Membership
Coordinators
Jon Snyder - East (Areas 1-4)
jsnyder@handbellmusicians.org
937-438-0085
Mary Willadsen - Central (Areas 5-8)
mwilladsen@handbellmusicians.org,
937-438-0085
Ellie Hodder - West (Areas 9-12)
ehodder@handbellmusicians.org
937-438-0085

National Board
Ed Rollins, President
First Baptist Church
1112 E. Broadway
Columbia, MO 65201
W: 573-442-1149
erollins@handbellmusicians.org
P.L. Grove, President-Elect
510-703-4453
plgrove@handbellmusicians.org
Derek Nance, At Large Director
dnance@handbellmusicians.org
Stephanie Rhoades, At Large Director
Northaven United Methodist Church
11211 Preston Rd.
Dallas, TX 75230
W: 214-363-2479
srhoades@handbellmusicians.org
Steve Shorney, At Large Director
Hope Publishing Company
380 S. Main Place
Carol Stream, IL 60188
W: 630-665-3200 X131
sshorney@handbellmusicians.org
Jennifer Vangolen, At Large Director
4820 40th Avenue SW Apt. B
Seattle, WA 98116
206-931-7669
jvangolen@handbellmusicians.org
Jessica Westgard, At Large Director
Principal Financial Group
4575 23rd Ave S, Suite 1500
Fargo, ND 58104
W: 701-237-4888 x123
jwestgard@handbellmusicians.org
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Martha Goodman , Area Chair
chair.area1@handbellmusicians.org

Susan Oxley, Area Chair
chair.area5@handbellmusicians.org

STATE CHAIRS
Mobby B. Larson (CT) ct.area1@handbellmusicians.org
Sue Evans (ME) me.area1@handbellmusicians.org
Gail Granum (MA) ma.area1@handbellmusicians.org
Carol Seely (NH) nh.area1@handbellmusicians.org
TBD (RI) ri.area1@handbellmusicians.org
Patricia Pranger (VT) vt.area1@handbellmusicians.org

STATE CHAIRS
Stephanie Nash (OH) oh.area5@handbellmusicians.org
Lindsey Horty (IN) in.area5@handbellmusicians.org
Sue Scott (MI) mi.area5@handbellmusicians.org
Patty Saunders (KY) ky.area5@handbellmusicians.org
Jane Charnock (WV) wv.area5@handbellmusicians.org

Jill Fedon, Area Chair
chair.area2@handbellmusicians.org

Kyler Brengle, Area Chair
chair.area3@handbellmusicians.org
STATE CHAIRS
TJerry Hill (DC) dc.area3@handbellmusicians.org
Leslie Lewis (NC) nc.area3@handbellmusicians.org
Heather Swartzenruber (DE, MD, VA)
va.area3@handbellmusicians.org

Marie Loeffler, Area Chair
chair.area4@handbellmusicians.org
STATE CHAIRS
Lynne Homan (FL) fl.area4@handbellmusicians.org
Rhonda Freeman (GA) ga.area4@handbellmusicians.org
Betty Myers (SC) sc.area4@handbellmusicians.org

Sondra Tucker, Area Chair
chair.area6@handbellmusicians.org
STATE CHAIRS
Melissa Emerson (TN) tn.area6@handbellmusicians.org
TBD (AR) ar.area6@handbellmusicians.org
Larry Smith (MS) ms.area6@handbellmusicians.org
Shane Kennedy (AL) al.area6@handbellmusicians.org
Adam Philley (LA) la.area6@handbellmusicians.org

STATE CHAIRS
Adam Samuels (TX) txrep1.area9@handbellmusicians.org
Dellinda Ebeling - (TX) txrep2.area9@handbellmusicians.org
Paula Barnes - (OK) okrep.area9@handbellmusicians.org

Diane Barnes, Area Chair, 541-708-0365
chair.area10@handbellmusicians.org
STATE CHAIRS
Barbara Mix (ID) id.area10@handbellmusicians.org
TBD (OR) or.area10@handbellmusicians.org
TBD (WA) wa.area10@handbellmusicians.org
Tomi Kent (MT) mt.area10@handbellmusicians.org
Ella Staltonstall (AK) ak.area10@handbellmusicians.org

Darcy Reich, Area Chair
chair.area7@handbellmusicians.org

Jeannine Holt, Area Chair
chair.area11@handbellmusicians.org

STATE CHAIRS
Barbara Roberts (ND) ndakota.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Barbara Elving (SD) sdakota.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Vicki Maurer (MN-N) minnesotanorth.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Steve Meyer (MN-S) minnesotasouth.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Christina Herold (MN-TwC) twincities.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Mark Bloedow (WI-S) wisconsinsouth.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Tim Matthaei (WI-North) wisconsinnorth.area7@handbellmusicians.org
Ron Vert (Manitoba) manitoba.area7@handbellmusicians.org

STATE CHAIRS
Diona Savoy-McDaniels (Mountain) mountain.area11@handbellmusicians.org
Jan Powell (Desert) desert.area11@handbellmusicians.org

Patrick Gagnon, Area Chair
chair.area8@handbellmusicians.org

Links to area websites available at
handbellmusicians.org/membership/area-connections/

Ruth Seiwell, Area Chair • 979.236.4736
chair.area9@handbellmusicians.org

STATE CHAIRS
Briana Belding-Peck (IL) il.area8@handbellmusicians.org
Lori Fenton (IA) ia.area8.handbellmusicians.org
Staci Cunningham (KS) ks.area8@handbellmusicians.org
Linda Ashley (NE) ne.area8@handbellmusicians.org
Cathy Benton (MO) mo.area8@handbellmusicians.org

Michele Sharik, Area Chair
chair.area12@handbellmusicians.org
STATE CHAIRS
Nancy Schmitt (CA-N) norcal.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Lori Smith (CA-C) cencal.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Kari Jacobs (CA-S) socal.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Christine Anderson (SF Bay) bayarea.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Barbara Walsh (NV) nv.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Karen Carlisle (HI) hi.area12@handbellmusicians.org
Scott Leggett (LA-Metro) lametro.area12@handbellmusicians.org
ADDITIONAL AREA ASSIGNMENTS
Canadian Provinces: New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, PEI and Quebec,
Area 1; Ontario, Area 2; Manitoba, Area 7; Alberta, British Columbia
& Saskatchewan, Area 10
Puerto Rico, Bahamas, Virgin Islands, Area 4
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If you are moving, please send mailing label with your new address.

ALL BELLS ARE SAME SIZE AND DIFFERENT TONES
EASIER TO CARRY WITH ONE CASE ( HARD CASE OR SOFT CASE )
FRIENDLY PRICE RANGE FOR BEGINNERS AND SCHOOL

Available at www.handbellworld.com/uchida
MB-GN Series

MB-GEN Series

Hard Case 1

MB-SP Series

Hard Case 2

MB-SPE Series

Horizontal Case

contact@uchida-handbell.com or 310-441-8311
www.UCHIDA-Handbell.com

www.facebook/Uchidahandbell

